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ABSTRACT
An important aspect of providing appropriate housing systems for dairy cattle (Bos taurus) is a
suitable space for lying down. This thesis describes a series of eight experiments, and is a
systematic attempt to test the effects of commonly used freestall surfaces (sand, sawdust,
mattresses) and configurations (width, length, height, etc.) on the behavior of cattle. Two main
categories of behavior were measured: preferences for options during choice tests, and the time
spent lying and standing in the freestall area when the animals had no choice among treatments.
Lying behavior was influenced by components of the freestall that cattle have contact with while
lying down: freestall surface and space between partitions. Deep-bedded or heavily-bedded stall
surfaces resulted in an increase in the number of lying events and total lying time, and the
animals demonstrated clear preferences for these softer surfaces. In contrast, average duration of
lying bouts and total lying time were higher in wider stalls, but cattle did not demonstrate clear
preferences for stall size. The placement of the neck rail had no consistent effect on stall
preference or lying behavior. All aspects of freestall design influenced the time spent standing in
the stall. Cattle spent more time standing on mattresses than deep-bedded sand or sawdust and in
stalls where the neck rail had been moved farther from the entrance to the stall or raised farther
above the stall surface. In addition, cattle spent more time standing with only the front hooves in
smaller stalls than larger ones. These experiments provide insight into how dairy cattle perceive
the space provided for lying and standing.
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CHAPTER 1: General Introduction

1.1 Concern for animals

There is growing concern about how our society houses and handles animals used for human

purposes. In the last 50 years, animal agriculture has undergone immense change, and the

intensive practices (e.g. housing laying hens in cages, zero-grazing management of cattle, use of

antibiotics in feed) have been fiercely criticized. The different groups involved manifest concern

about these issues in different ways. These groups range from those interested in humane

education such as the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, to anti-animal-use activists

such as People for the Ethical Treatment for Animals. In addition, the scientific community is

addressing the concern about how society treats animals. By using research to identify more

humane methods of housing animals, we use science as a tool to address these moral concerns.

There are a variety of concerns raised about the welfare of dairy cattle, particularly those

managed and housed intensively. The top three reasons given for culling dairy cattle in the

United States are mastitis, lameness, and reproductive failure (United States Department of

Agriculture or USDA, 2002). Indeed, the prevalence of hoof diseases among dairy cattle ranges

between 25 and 98% (reviewed by Manske et al., 2002). In addition, there are concerns that

rough human handling has a negative impact on dairy cattle well-being. Other concerns include

short-term procedures such as separation of calves from their dams within 24 h after parturition

and longer-term problems like inadequate access to (or poorly designed) resources such as feed-

bunk space and freestalls.
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1.2 Approaches for assessing animal welfare

Duncan and Fraser (1997) have outlined three broad types of social concern that arise over the

welfare of animals. Each category has given rise to scientific approaches to assess and improve

animal well being. However, there is much overlap between the areas of social concern and the

research techniques associated with them.

Firstly, concerns are expressed over the subjective experiences of animals, with special emphasis

on reducing negative emotional states (e.g. pain), and to a lesser extent, increasing positive states

(e.g. comfort). Although there is agreement that such subjective experiences of animals are an

extremely important component of their welfare, it can be difficult to assess or quantify

subjective experiences directly. Perhaps the most promising models for assessing subjective

experiences center around the argument by analogy or that we can infer something about animals

because of their similarity to humans. For example, Dawkins (2000) suggests that because

humans may scream and struggle when experiencing pain, when humans observe animals

squealing and struggling under conditions we would find painful, some individuals would infer

the animals are also feeling pain, unless there is evidence to the contrary.

Discussion in this thesis will center around one research technique often thought to reflect the

subjective experiences of animals: preference testing. Preference testing involves allowing

animals to choose between several options or environments. Animals “vote with their feet” for

the most appealing options, relative to the choices presented (Dawkins, 1980). For example,

Pajor et al. (2003) asked cattle to choose between different types of handling by stockpersons.

One treatment involved a handler speaking to the animal in a quiet voice, the second treatment
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involved speaking to the animal in a loud voice, and the final treatment was a control where the

handler was standing nearby but did not interact with the animal. Pairs of handling treatments

(e.g. spoken to in a gentle voice vs. shouting, gentle voice vs. control) were then compared in a

y-maze. These authors found that cattle did not show preferences for being spoken to in a gentle

tone compared to the control, but did prefer the gentle speaking voice to shouting. These results

indicate that the cows found the shouting aversive, and thus avoid this handling treatment.

However, the relationship between subjective experiences and preferences is not straightforward

and will be discussed further in this chapter.

In addition to preference testing, other techniques are used to understand the subjective

experiences of animals. These include using pharmaceutical agents to understand the underlying

subjective experience in a given behavioral response. For example, Faulker and Weary (2000)

administered a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (ketoprofen) to half of their subjects before

hot-iron dehorning. Ketoprofen was given before dehorning as well as 2 and 7 h after the

procedure to ten of the twenty dairy calves tested. These authors found that the calves given

ketoprofen performed less head shaking and ear flicking in the hours after the procedure than

their untreated counterparts. If we assume that ketoprofen mitigates pain, then we can conclude

that differences between the two treatment groups indicate that the untreated calves were

experiencing more pain (a subjective experience) post-operatively than the treated calves.

The second category of social concern is that animals should “function” well in the sense of

freedom from disease and injury, normal growth, reproduction, development and behavior.

Hence, many scientists include measures of biological function in their attempts to assess animal
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welfare. Many measures have been used, including health, longevity, measures of reproductive

success, growth rates, and disturbances in physiology and behavior. For example, Müller et al.

(1989) found that the heart rate of dairy cattle prior to lying down was higher when housed in a

tie stall compared to an open pen bedded with straw. In this example, the authors use heart rate to

compare two housing systems, and conclude that the tie stall situation disrupts heart rate (or the

mechanisms controlling heart rate such as the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis or

sympathetic/parasympathetic nervous system) more than the open pen with straw bedding. This

example highlights the potential for overlap between the different conceptions of animal welfare,

as heart rate has also been used an indication of an emotional state. For example, Duncan et al.

(1986), in trying to compare the level of fear in broiler chickens, collected for slaughter by

machine or manual catching, used heart rate as one of the measures. Finding that heart rate

returns to baseline levels more quickly when animals were collected by machine, and when these

results were interpreted along with other measures, the authors concluded that birds were less

frightened after being harvested in this way.

Finally, Duncan and Fraser (1997) describe a third concern: that animals should be able to lead

reasonably natural lives or to perform key elements of their natural behavior. Scientists following

this conception of animal welfare have used a number of approaches. In the most radical cases

they have observed animals in a reasonably natural environment and then attempted to design

commercially workable environments that incorporate most of the animals’ natural behaviors.

For example, Stolba and Wood-Gush (1984) monitored sows in a semi-natural environment.

They recorded specific attributes of the nesting sites (e.g. on a ridge, near cover etc.) and then

tested a subset of these features in smaller enclosures. They concluded that nest sites should have
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an open view, be sheltered against wind, and separated from other activities in the pen (such as

feeding). In less radical cases, scientists have tried to incorporate specific elements of natural

behavior. However, there are some problems with this approach. Namely, not all natural

behaviors are desirable in captive environments. For example, animals in the wild perform some

types of predator avoidance (e.g. hiding), but environments which housed predator and prey

together would hardly be considered acceptable for the prey species. The importance of the

‘naturalness’ of life can provide insights into important factors when designing environments for

cattle, but because both preference testing and the biological-functioning approach have been

used much more extensively in the animal science literature and throughout this thesis, and I

provide an outline of the criticisms of these techniques below.

1.2.1 Criticisms of preference testing

Criticisms of preference testing have been the subject of several reviews (Dawkins, 1983;

Duncan, 1992; Fraser et al., 1993; Fraser and Matthews, 1997). Below I have summarized key

conclusions from these reviews:

1. Environmental preference testing is most useful in studies of animal welfare when specific

environmental features are tested, rather than comparing entire housing or handling systems.

For example, in this thesis I will compare the preferences of dairy cattle for freestall surfaces.

The comparison of specific surfaces is more useful than two housing systems (e.g. pasture

and freestalls), because it would be difficult to assess which feature influenced the choice

between the two systems (sunshine, space, grass etc.).

2. The motivational state of the animals must be taken into consideration when testing

preference, and this state may vary with age, time of day and physiological factors. For
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example, Phillips et al. (2000) demonstrated that sows preferred farrowing crates with floors

heated to 35˚ C compared to 22˚C and 29˚C at the time of farrowing and in the 3 days after,

but showed no preference for floor temperature in the 7 days before farrowing.

3. The animal must have the sensory capacity to distinguish between the options presented.

Fraser and Matthews (1997) present an example to illustrate this point. Many fish species

swim away to avoid specific aquatic pollutants, such as copper. However, fish may fail to

avoid other pollutants such as phenol, simply because they lack the sensory capacity to detect

these contaminants.

4. Results from a given preference test are relative to choices presented. Hence, a “preferred”

option may still not be a good option for the animal, or an “unpreferred” option may still be

perfectly acceptable. Duncan (1992) suggests two solutions to this problem: 1) to provide a

wide range of choices, so that animals are less likely to choose “a more preferred luxury or

the lesser of two evils,” and 2) to assess the strength of the preference using motivational

testing. Motivational testing assesses what the animal is willing to pay (e.g. time

expenditures, work performed, lost foraging opportunities, etc.) to gain access to a specific

resource. The price the animal is willing to pay is not necessarily dependent on the other

options presented. In addition to Duncan’s first solution of offering a range of choices, the

acceptability of a resource can also be addressed by forcing the animal to use each choice and

monitor its response. Indeed, this is one approach that is used in this thesis.

5. Previous experience by the subjects can affect the results. Both long-term (rearing)

experience and short-term experience (some exposure to options presented) can affect

preference results. Dawkins (1983) points out that this can be addressed by controlling early

experience and amount of exposure to each option. Moreover, the amount of previous
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experience may simply limit the generalization of the results to other animals with similar

previous experience. For example, cows that were raised on straw may continue to show a

preference for straw. This does not mean that the preference is not valid or that the reader

would be misled by the preference test. However, it would mean that the results could not be

generalized to other cattle without the same experience.

6. Preference does not always predict long-term welfare. An example that is often cited for this

criticism is that many animals prefer a level of food intake that leads to obesity. Dawkins

(1983) clarifies that the uncoupling of preferences and long-term measures of welfare are not

a reason to discount choice tests. Rather, this potential for uncoupling implies that preference

results should be viewed in the context of additional measures of animal welfare.

7. Is there a link between preference and subjective states? Earlier, I describe preference testing

as a research technique that has arisen out of concern for the subjective states of animals.

However, the link between preference and subjective states is not clear. We assume that

some subjective experience underlies a given preference, but we know neither the sign of this

state (positive or negative) nor its magnitude. However, I believe ‘costless’ preference testing

provides insight into the choices animals make between the options presented, but provides

little information about the sign or the strength of subjective states.

8. Finally, there is the obvious need to avoid confounding treatments with other variables as the

method of presenting the choices can affect results. Experiments must balance for positional

effects and take into consideration possible confounding factors within the experimental

design. For example, Natzke et al. (1982) compared dairy cattle preferences for several

freestall surfaces. However, each surface was available only in one area of the barn, and this
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makes it difficult to conclude that any preferences were for the stall surface rather than for

the area where the option was available.

1.2.2 Criticism of Measures of Biological Functioning

A wide range of measures of biological function have been used in animal welfare assessment.

Duncan and Fraser (1997 p. 25) summarize these methods:

“Studies of veterinary epidemiology and pathology identify injuries and potential threats

to health arising from how animals are kept. Studies of animal productivity quantify rates

of growth and reproduction on the assumption that impaired welfare will reduce

commercial productivity. Measures based on disturbed physiology or behavior include

changes in the endocrine system, suppression of immune competence, and performance

of abnormal behavior. Longer-term measures include longevity and reproductive

success.”

Criticisms of the biological functioning approach are often directed at specific measures.

1. Pathology. There is general agreement that an animal that is injured or diseased has a

reduced quality of life (e.g. Fraser, 1995). However, injury is considered a conservative

measure; welfare may be compromised well before differences in health are detected.

2. Production. Like injuries, production losses can signal welfare problems, for example, if they

result from disease, malnutrition, or disturbed social behavior. However, it is questionable

whether a reduction in productivity (e.g. milk production or growth rate) necessarily implies

that welfare is impaired (Duncan and Fraser, 1997). Dawkins (1999) uses the following

example. A broody hen will give priority to egg incubation over feeding and drinking and

can lose up to 17% of her body weight (Sherry et al., 1980). Weight loss could be interpreted
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as a sign of reduced welfare, but an incubating hen will not eat even if food is provided at the

nest. Dawkins (1999) concludes that this type of maternal care has been shaped by natural

selection and in no way indicates reduced animal well-being. In addition, many health

problems have been created or exacerbated by intense genetic selection for high levels of

production (reviewed by Rauw et al., 1998).

3. Disturbance to Physiology. Physiological measures can provide insight into underlying

mechanisms (e.g. suppressed immune system), that may precede clinical disease. However,

specific physiological measures, such as changes in the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal

(HPA) axis, are criticized for lack of consistency and lack of understanding of basic

biological mechanisms at work (Rushen, 1991). For example, many experiments use plasma

cortisol as indicator of distress. However, increased cortisol levels are down-stream of a long

series of central nervous system (CNS) and neuroendocrine events, and this makes it difficult

to understand the underlying cause of the increase in cortisol (e.g. injury, exercise,

exploration etc.).

4. Disturbance to Behavior. Behavioral measures are often a logical starting point for assessing

a subject’s response to an environment. Rushen (2000) argues that the main problems with

using behavioral indicators as a measure of welfare are related to interpretation and

understanding biological significance of observed changes. These problems make it difficult

to judge the severity of the welfare compromise. For example, abnormal behaviors such as

repetitive tongue rolling are reported in adult dairy cattle, and Krohn (1994) demonstrated

that tethered cattle perform more abnormal behaviors than their pastured counterparts.

However, the relationship between abnormal behavior and subjective states is unclear except

in cases where the abnormal behavior results in injury directly (reviewed by Mason, 1991).
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This makes it difficult to conclude that tethered animals suffer more or less than animals on

pasture based on the amount of abnormal behavior performed.

5. Longevity and Reproductive Success. Longevity and reproductive success, like measures of

production, can clearly signal welfare problems. A technical difficulty with using longevity

as a measure of welfare is that animals tend either to die early or late in life. Thus factors that

influence longevity during either of these life stages may be extremely important at these

times, but may not be important during the rest of the animal’s life. Moreover, relatively few

animals in intensive agriculture die without human intervention, so full use of longevity

requires data that are not normally available. Like longevity, reproduction is often under

human control in intensive agriculture, and management (like heat detection) is likely to

heavily influence this measure. In addition, factors that lengthen life or improve reproductive

success may not always be those that are important to the quality of life (Fraser, 1995).

Finally, in addition to the specific criticisms of preference testing and measures of biological

function, there has been much discussion about the dangers of using a single measure to assess

animal welfare. Some authors have claimed that certain indicators are definitive (reviewed by

Mason and Mendl, 1993). As Dawkins (1999) has argued, there are at least three misleading

assumptions associated with using a single indicator of welfare: 1) it would apply to all situations

2) that good and compromised welfare are distinguishable from one another using a single

method of assessment (e.g. cortisol levels; for further discussion about problems with cut-off

points, see Mendl, 1991) and 3) changes in the indicator always reflect a change in animal well-

being. Proposals for addressing these criticisms center on using multiple measures of welfare to

assess environments (e.g. Dawkins, 1983; Duncan, 1992; Rushen, 2000). Indeed, the most
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satisfying approach is using multiple measures to assess welfare, particularly when these

measures correspond. In this thesis I used several measures, namely preference testing and

changes in behavior and production to assess the surfaces and geometry of freestalls used for

dairy cattle. I also used stall cleanliness as potentially important variable for animal health and

farm management; it too may be linked to animal welfare, but not in a straightforward way.

1.3 Dairy cattle housing

Modern day dairy cattle (Bos taurus) are believed to be domesticated from the now extinct

aurochs (Bos primigenius) (e.g. Loftus et al., 1999). According to Grzimek (1972) the original

habitat of aurochsen was open forest and meadows, and the diet included grass, leaves and

acorns. Activity was thought to be mainly diurnal. Domestication is thought to have occurred in

more than one event, about 10,000 years ago (Bradley et al., 1998).

Dairy production has become increasingly industrialized over the last 50 years. Hand in hand

with this industrialization, increasing demands for milk production and growth have been placed

on dairy cattle. For example, between 1991 and 2001, the average milk production per cow per

year increased by 23% (Canadian Milk Recording Board, 2002). Feeding plays a large role in the

increase in milk production because, along with selective breeding, a highly concentrated diet

(50% grain: 50% forage) is crucial to maximizing milk production. This has implications for

housing because in order for animals to consume this type of diet throughout the day, they are

typically housed indoors with limited or no access to pasture.
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There are two main types of indoor housing for dairy cattle: loose housing and tie stalls. Animals

that are loose housed are usually kept in groups determined by the level of production and

dietary need. In contrast, animals housed in tie stalls are tethered to their lying place and can be

fed individually. Animals usually have ad libitum access to water and feed, and are milked two

or three times a day. In loose housing animals are walked to a parlor for milking, while animals

housed in tie stalls are often milked in their stalls.

Loose housing may also be divided into two categories based on the area provided for lying:

freestalls and bedded packs. In a freestall system, the area provided for lying is partitioned into

individual spaces with partitions between stalls. The partitions are used to control where and how

cattle lie down, and to direct fecal material into the alleyway. When compared to those on

bedded packs (or strawyards), cattle housed in freestalls have a higher incidence of claw lesions

(Livesey et al., 1998; Rowlands et al., 1983; Webster, 2001) and lameness (e.g.Rowlands et al.,

1983; Whitaker et al., 2000), but lower incidence of mastitis (Faye et al., 1997; Whitaker et al.,

2000). Freestall partitions differ in shape, size and installation, as discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.

Both systems use a variety of bedding substrates (sawdust, straw, sand, etc.) as discussed in

Chapters 2 and 3. Freestall housing is common in North America, and will be the focus of this

thesis. Indeed, recent surveys indicate the number of operations using freestalls has risen from

24.4% of all operations in 1996 to 30.8% in 2002 (USDA, 1996; 2002). Not surprisingly, the

number of operations using tie stalls declined from 60.1 in 1996 to 52.5% in 2002 (USDA, 1996;

2002). Unfortunately, these surveys do not report the average number of animals housed in these

operations. In general, however, older, smaller units tend to use tie stalls and newer, large units
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tend to use loose housing. Hence, the percentage of animals in loose housing would be

considerably higher than those housed in tie stalls.

1.4 Response variables and objectives

To assess the impact of these housing features on dairy cattle, I measured changes in behavior,

with special emphasis on the predominate behavior performed in the housing area: lying. There

have been a range of studies carried out on lying behavior in cattle and these results are

summarized in Table 1.1. Total lying time per day is made up of a series of lying bouts over

time. Relatively infrequent lying events may reflect discomfort associated with changing

positions between lying and standing. In contrast, longer lying bouts, paired with longer total

lying times, may indicate comfort while the animal is in a recumbent position. Average lying

times ranged between 9.4 and 14.7 h per 24 h across experiments. Dairy cattle divide this time

into an average of 8.2-14.1 lying bouts per day, with average bout duration ranging from 0.9 to

1.4 h.

Lying time is thought to be important to dairy cattle based on several lines of evidence. A 3-h

deprivation of the opportunity to lie down is sufficient to cause cows to forego eating in order to

lie down (Metz, 1985). Additionally, several physiological changes are associated with reduced

lying time; these include a decrease in circulating levels of growth hormone (Munksgaard and

Løvendahl, 1993), a short-term increase in plasma cortisol levels (e.g. Fisher et al., 2002) and

increased incidence of lameness (Leonard et al., 1994, Singh et al., 1993).
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Obviously, when animals are not lying down, they are standing, and cattle also spend time

standing in the areas provided for lying, like freestalls. However, the standing behavior

performed in the freestall has not been documented to the same extent as lying behavior.

Previous research has identified two broad categories of standing in freestalls based on the

number of hooves in the stall at one time. For example, Stefanowska et al. (2001) reported that

their experimental animals spent between 35 and 60 minutes standing with all four hooves in the

freestall, and between 91 and 174 minutes per day standing with only the front hooves in the stall

and the back hooves in the alley. These values are similar to those of Galindo et al. (2000), who

report mean values of 81 and 89 min standing with only the front hooves in the stall per day.

Standing inside the stall is thought to be important because the flooring surface outside the

freestall is often concrete. Concrete flooring is far from ideal for cows, and is known to cause

hoof injuries. For example, Frankena et al. (1992) found that housing animals on straw flooring

reduced the risk of claw lesions compared to concrete. Furthermore, standing entirely in the stall

reduces contact with slurry in the alley, and this reduced exposure to moisture is associated with

a lower incidence of hoof injuries (Fitzgerald et al., 2000) and higher sole dry matter content

(Bergsten and Pettersson, 1992). In addition, the amount of time spent standing with the front

hooves in the stall is positively related to the total number of claw lesions (e.g. Flower and

Weary, 2002), but it is not clear if the injuries result in the change in behavior, or vice-versa.

In addition to other measures, I have used preference tests to compare freestall surfaces and

geometry. In these studies I attempted to address the criticisms of preference tests mentioned

previously. Firstly, I have limited my comparisons to specific aspects of freestall design, either
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surfaces or geometry. Secondly, to address the issue of motivational states changing over time,

animals were always monitored over a 24-h period. However, I was not able to monitor animals

during different physiological states over a longer period of time (e.g. lactation versus

pregnancy). The third and fourth criticisms, about animals having the sensory capacity to

evaluate the options presented and the use of motivational testing, are discussed in Chapter 6. To

address the issue of previous experience, I ensured that all the cows had at least short-term

(several days) exposure to all treatments before the final assessment of preference, and in one

case (Chapter 2) also examined long-term rearing experience. The sixth point, that preference

does not always predict long-term welfare, was addressed by measuring changes in behavior

associated with access to each treatment; discussion about the relationship between the measures

of preferences and short-term changes in behaviors can be found in Chapter 6. In response to the

seventh criticism, I acknowledge that there is no straightforward way to infer the magnitude or

the sign (postive or negative) of subjective states from preferences. However, preference testing

can be an useful starting point to understand what type of housing features are likely important to

animals. The eighth criticism, that the method of presenting the choices can affect the results of

preference tests, was addressed by balancing treatments across locations within the experimental

testing facility.

Finally, I measured freestall cleanliness and milk production as dependent variables in several

experiments. I included these variables primarily because they are important practical

considerations for farmers. In addition, contact with feces in the stall is anecdotally linked to

health problems like mastitis, and farmers often cite milk production as a measure of health,
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although these links are tenuous as discussed in later chapters. Exposure to treatments was too

short to detect longer-term effects on animal health such as injuries or disease.

My objectives were four-fold: 1) to assess dairy cattle preferences for freestall surfaces and

geometry, 2) to assess how behavior changes when the animals have access to a single housing

option, 3) to measure practical considerations for farmers such as milk production and freestall

cleanliness, 4) to understand the relationship between these measures.

In Chapter 2, I compare dairy cattle preferences and behavioral responses to three types of

freestall surfaces common in the Fraser Valley: deep-bedded sand, sawdust and geotextile

mattresses. In Chapter 3, I compare the response to three levels of sawdust bedding on geotextile

mattresses. In Chapter 4, I examine both the width and the length of the freestall using preference

testing, changes in behavior, stall cleanliness and milk production. Finally, in Chapter 5, I

examine the effect of neck rail placement on dairy cattle behavior, in preference tests as well as

with access to a single option.
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Table 1.1. Summary of mean values for lying behavior (lying time, number of lying events, and

duration of lying bouts) across different housing systems (tie stall, loose housing, freestall, and

pasture) with various surface materials. The dash (-) indicates that the paper did not include this

measure over a 24-h period, if at all.

Source Surface Lying
time

(h/24h)

# of lying
events/24 h

Lying bout
duration
(h/bout)

Tie stalls
Dechamps et al., 1989 Concrete: System A1 10.5 10.6 -
Dechamps et al., 1989 Concrete: System B2 11.5 13.4 -
Haley et al., 2001 Concrete 10.4 9.0 1.3
Haley et al., 2001 Mattress 12.3 13.1 1.0
Hultgren, 2001 Rubber slatted floor 12.2 - 0.9
Hultgren, 2001 Solid floor 12.2 - 1.0
Krohn and Munksgaard, 1993 Mat & straw 13.0 - -

Loose housing: bedded areas
Fregonesi and Leaver, 2001 Straw yard: Experiment

1:HS3
13.2 - -

Haley et al., 2000 Pen with mattresses 14.7 13.6 1.1
Krohn and Munksgaard, 1993 Deep bedding

(unspecified)
10.1 - -

Mogensen et al., 1996 Straw pen: average of
herds with 1.8 m2

13.1 11.0 -

Singh et al., 1994 Straw yard 9.7 - -

Loose housing: Freestalls
Fregonesi and Leaver, 2001 Straw: Experiment

1:HC4
11.9 - -

Manninen et al., 2002 Straw: winter 12.9 11.9 1.1
Manninen et al., 2002 Rubber mat: winter 12.5 10.7 1.2
Manninen et al., 2002 Sand: winter 7.5 6.8 1.1
Schrader, 2002 Straw - - 1.4
Wechsler et al., 2000 Kraiburg mat5 11.4 13 1.1
Wechsler et al., 2000 Straw mattress 11.6 13 1.1

Pasture
Singh et al., 1993 Pasture: first

observation period
9.6 - -

Krohn et al., 1992 Choice between
Pasture/indoor bedded
area

10.1 - -
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1 Tethered with American central yoke
2 Cubicle closed at rear with metal bar
3 High-yielding cows housed in strawyard
4 High-yielding cows housed in cubicles
5 Conventional 18-mm rubber mat underlain with foam
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CHAPTER 2: Effects of three types of freestall surfaces on preferences and
stall usage by dairy cows1

C.B. Tucker, D.M. Weary, and D. Fraser

INTRODUCTION

Dairy cattle spend approximately 8-16 hours lying down per day (e.g. Dechamps et al., 1989;

Haley et al., 2000; 2001; Webster, 1994). The lying surface is known to affect dairy cows in

several ways, including behavior, and leg, hoof, and udder health.

Previous work has shown that cows tend to spend more time lying on softer surfaces (for review

see Tucker and Weary, 2001). Lying times are lower and standing times higher when dairy cattle

are forced to use hard surfaces, specifically concrete (Haley et al., 2001; 2000; O’Connell and

Meaney, 1997). Cows also have longer lying times on rubber mats than on concrete (Chaplin et

al., 2000; Rushen et al., 1998), but the use of large amounts of bedding on concrete minimizes

this difference (Manninen et al., 2002).

The lying surface in the stall also appears to affect leg injuries. Fewer leg injuries are reported on

mattresses than concrete (Haley et al., 1999), with rubber as an intermediate (Rodenburg et al.,

1994). Cows have fewer injuries on deep-bedded stalls than on mattresses (Weary and Taszkun

2000; Wechsler et al., 2000). In addition, Nilsson (1992) found a positive relationship between

lying surface penetration (i.e. hardness) and hock injuries. Hoof health may also be improved by

increased amounts of bedding (Colam-Ainsworth et al., 1989), and by use of rubber mats instead

of concrete (Leonard et al., 1994; but see also Chaplin et al., 2000).

                                                
1 A version of this manuscript has been published in the Journal of Dairy Science 86:521-529.
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Lying surface may also influence udder health. Organic bedding, such as sawdust, has higher

bacteria counts than non-organic bedding such as sand (e.g. Fairchild et al., 1982; Hogan et al.,

1989), and these higher counts in the bedding lead to higher counts on teat ends (e.g. Bishop et

al., 1981; Natzke and Le Clair, 1975; Rendos et al., 1975; but see also Hogan and Smith, 1997).

Although there is evidence that high bacteria counts on teat ends are related to udder infection

(DeHart et al., 1975; McDonald and Packer, 1968), there is only limited evidence that higher

counts in bedding increase the risk of udder infection (Hogan et al., 1989; Natzke and Le Clair,

1975). Nonetheless, the potential relationship between organic bedding and mastitis, combined

with the costs of maintaining deep-bedded systems, have led to increased use of geotextile

mattresses.

Environmental preference testing, a technique that allows animals to choose between alternative

options, has been used since the 1970’s to identify housing features that are important to the

animals (Fraser and Matthews, 1997). Preferences often correspond with other measures of

biological functioning such as injury and they can provide insight into which option (in this case,

stall surface) is likely to be most comfortable (e.g. longest lying times, minimize injury).

Preference testing for dairy cattle lying surfaces has involved a variety of substrates because

different bedding materials are available in different geographic regions. Several patterns have

emerged from this literature. Cows tend to prefer mattresses ahead of concrete stalls (Herlin,

1997; O’Connell and Meaney, 1997). Solid rubber mats are preferred to concrete but are less

preferred than mattresses (Herlin, 1997; Natzke et al., 1982). The amount of bedding also

influences preference. For example, Jensen et al. (1988) showed that cows preferred concrete
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when bedded with 4-5 kg of straw, but choose mattresses when little bedding remained (see also

Gebremedhin et al., 1985; Manninen et al., 2002).

In the present study, we compared three stall surfaces commonly used in British Columbia: deep-

bedded sawdust, deep-bedded sand, and geotextile mattresses covered with 2-3 cm of sawdust.

Our objectives were to determine: 1) the preferences for stall surface, 2) how the different

surfaces affect stall usage when animals are restricted to a single option for a few days and, 3)

the relationship between these two measures.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experiment 1

Twelve Holstein cows served as subjects. All cows were not pregnant and non-lactating, had

been housed in soil-based, sawdust-bedded stalls for the previous lactation. During the

experiment each cow was housed alone in a test pen containing a feed trough, a waterer, alley

space, and three freestalls side by side, all accessible from the alley (Figure 2.1). All flooring

outside the freestall area was concrete. Cows only had access to these three stalls; all others in

the facility were blocked off. Each stall in a test pen was bedded with a different material: sand,

sawdust, or a rubber-filled geotextile mattress (Pasture Mat® of Promat Ltd.) covered with 2-3

cm of sawdust. Three similar test pens were used for the experiment and the three types of

bedding were balanced over the three stall locations (right, center, left) in the three pens. The

stalls were 1.14 m wide and 2.34 m long, with no neck rail or brisket board. The sawdust used

for the bedding was green hemlock sawdust (not wood chips) with an average particle size of

approximately 7 mm by 2 mm. The sand was washed river sand and was a mix of grains with a

diameter of 2 mm or less and very few small pebbles averaging 4 mm in diameter. The sand and
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sawdust was between 30 and 40 cm deep. Feces were removed and bedding leveled to the curb

(with new bedding added if necessary) each day during the morning and afternoon feedings (8:00

and 15:00). The animals were fed grass hay ad libitum. The average temperature in Vancouver

during the experiment was 11.2°C, with a minimum of –1.0°C and a maximum of 25.2°C.

Trios of animals were tested simultaneously, one in each test pen. During the first 7 days (first

free-choice phase), cows had free access to all three stalls. During the next 6 days (restriction

phase), cows were allowed access to only one of the three stalls for a 2-day period, then another

stall for the next 2 days, then the third, with the order of access to the three stalls assigned

randomly without replacement. Access to a single stall was achieved by blocking the other stalls

with a 5 by 10-cm wooden board hung across the stall entrance. During the final 2 days (second

free-choice phase), cows were again allowed free access to all three stalls.

Behavior of the cows was video recorded during the last 24 h of both free-choice phases and of

each restriction period for a total of 5 days of recording for each cow. Each pen was recorded at

three frames per second using a Panasonic AG-6720 VHS time-lapse video cassette recorder, a

Panasonic WJ-FS 10 digital-frame switcher, and three Panasonic WV-BP330 CCTV cameras.

These recordings were watched continuously and the following behaviors were measured: 1)

time spent lying in the stall 2) time spent standing in the stall, and 3) the number of lying events.

Standing was scored when the front two or all four hooves were in the stall, and was scored

before, after, between or independent of lying events. Lying outside the stall was not recorded.
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Experiment 2

In this experiment twelve pregnant, non-lactating Holstein cows were used, but these cows had

all been housed in sand-bedded freestalls during at least two lactations, as well as immediately

before the start of the experiment. Their previous exposure to sawdust was limited to the 2

months before each calving, when they were housed on a sawdust pack. All other aspects of this

experiment were identical to those in Experiment 1 with two exceptions: 1) the restriction period

in each stall and the second free-choice phase lasted for 3 days instead of just 2, and 2)

behavioral recording took place in the last 48 h of each restriction period and free-choice phase,

instead of 24 h. The average temperature in the city of Vancouver during this experiment was

15.2°C, with a minimum of 1.7°C and a maximum of 27.0°C.

Statistical Analysis

In both experiments, during the free-choice phases lying times in the three stalls were compared

using Friedman’s rank test. For data from the restriction phase, preferred surfaces (Experiment 1:

sawdust, Experiment 2: sand and sawdust) were compared with non-preferred surfaces in paired

tests. For these comparisons, all behaviors with a normal distribution (lying behavior except on

sand in Experiment 1; number of lying events), were analyzed using paired t-tests. Response

variables with non-normal distributions or unequal variances (all standing behavior and lying

behavior on sand in Experiment 1) were analyzed using the non-parametric Wilcoxan rank sum

test. In Experiment 1 the analysis was based on 24 h of information for each phase. In

Experiment 2, the analysis was based on 48 h of information per phase. Video recordings were

lost due to equipment malfunction for one cow in the restriction phase (sawdust) and for 24 h for

two cows in the free-choice phase of Experiment 2.
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RESULTS

Experiment 1

In the first free-choice phase there was a significant difference among surfaces in lying time,

with ten of the twelve cows choosing deep-bedded sawdust (Friedman’s rank statistic: 11.79; P <

0.01), and two choosing mattresses (Table 2.1). In the restriction phase, lying times and the

number of lying events were significantly lower on sand than on the preferred sawdust and non-

preferred mattresses (Table 2.2; Wilcoxan sign rank statistic ≥ 23; P ≤ 0.05). This difference was

driven partly by two animals with extremely low lying times on sand (Figure 2.2). The cows

spent more time standing on the mattresses than on sawdust (Wilcoxan sign rank statistic ≥ 25; P

≤ 0.05, Table 2.2 and Figure 2.3). In the final stage, after the cows had been restricted to each

surface, there was still an overall preference for sawdust (Friedman’s rank statistic: 7.04; P <

0.05); nine animals ranked sawdust as their first choice in this phase, one animal continued to

prefer the mattress, and two converted to sand as their first choice.

Experiment 2

In the first free-choice phase, eight cows chose sawdust as their first choice, four chose sand, and

none chose the mattress (Table 2.1). Ten of the twelve cows (seven choosing sand, three

choosing sawdust) spent over 90% of their time lying on their first choice. In the restriction

phase, lying times and number of lying events were lower on the mattresses than on the sawdust

or sand (Table 2.2; T ≥ 2.82; P ≤ 0.01). Variance was similar for all three surfaces, and most

animals experienced lower lying times and fewer lying events when restricted to mattresses

(Figure 2.2). In addition, standing time was higher on the mattresses than on the sawdust or sand

(Figure 2.3; Wilcoxan sign rank statistic ≥ 44.0; P ≤ 0.05), due to several animals with high

standing times on mattresses and fewer animals with low standing times. After the restriction
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phase there was still no overall preference for one substrate (Friedman’s rank statistic: 3.13; P >

0.2); five of the twelve cows ranked sawdust as their first choice and six chose sand, and one

chose the mattress.

DISCUSSION

Preference experiments require attention to several methodological issues that we have attempted

to address in our experimental design (Fraser and Matthews, 1997). Firstly, preference results

can be affected by the animals’ previous experience either as long-term exposure (e.g. during

rearing) or as short-term exposure to the various options in the course of the preference test (e.g.

Dawkins, 1976; 1983; Petherick et al., 1990). Many studies do not describe the lying surfaces the

animals experienced during rearing, nor do they ensure that the animals have some exposure to

the surfaces they are asked to choose between (e.g. Sonck et al., 1999). In our studies, we used

animals that had substantial experience with both sawdust (Experiment 1) and sand (Experiment

2) and we ensured that all the cows were exposed to all three surfaces during the restriction

phase, before the final determination of preference. Secondly, social factors may influence

bedding choices; for example, subordinate animals may avoid certain stalls because of proximity

to dominant animals. To avoid this problem, each animal was housed individually in our

experiments. Thirdly, it is important in preference testing to ensure that the different surfaces are

not confounded with location; in our studies, bedding treatments were presented in a different

order in each test pen. Finally, preferences are relative - that is, a non-preferred option may

nevertheless be acceptable. By measuring lying and standing times when the animals were

restricted to a single surface, we were able to assess whether the forced use of a less preferred

substrate would affect the animals’ behavior.
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In Experiment 1, cows showed an overwhelming preference for sawdust and this preference

persisted even after the animals had short-term exposure to both sand and mattresses. In

Experiment 2, most individual animals had clear preferences with ten of the twelve cows

spending over 90% of their time lying on their first choice in the first free-choice phase. In this

experiment most animals ranked either sand or sawdust first. Mattresses were rarely preferred in

either experiment.

Based on the results of Haley et al. (2000; 2001), we had expected that restricting animals to less

preferred surfaces would result in a reduction in lying time, fewer lying events and an increase in

standing time. This was largely born out in Experiment 2, where mattresses were the non-

preferred surface and, during restriction to mattresses, lying times and number of lying events

were lower and standing times higher.

In Experiment 1, the lying and standing behavior painted different pictures of how cows respond

to non-preferred surfaces. Because the number of lying events followed the same pattern as lying

time, we will discuss only the results for the latter variable. In this experiment sawdust was the

preferred surface, but cows did not reduce their lying times when restricted to mattresses,

suggesting that these cows also found this surface acceptable for lying. Interestingly, cows

actually spent more time standing in the stall when restricted to the stalls with mattresses,

perhaps because these cows found this surface especially suitable for standing. The amount of

standing on all surfaces was much higher in Experiment 1 than in Experiment 2 perhaps due to

variety of reasons including differences in hoof health that are known to affect standing times
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(Fregonesi et al., 2002), differences in environmental conditions between the two experiments,

and differences between the two herds sampled for each experiment.

The response in lying behavior to restriction to sand was more variable than to mattresses in

Experiment 1. Some animals maintained high lying times on sand but two animals completely

rejected this less preferred surface, lying not at all or in the concrete alley. The rejection of the

lying surface raises concerns about the suitability of sand for some individuals. However, in

Experiment 1, confining animals to sand for 2 days was sufficient for two animals to switch their

first choice from sawdust to sand; and previous exposure to sand for cows in Experiment 2 made

sand roughly as desirable as sawdust for lying. Manninen et al. (2002) also reported lower lying

times on sand, and also found that additional experience with sand improved acceptance of this

surface for most animals. In combination, these results suggest that at least some cows will

require a period of adjustment when switching to sand bedding, but after a period of exposure

this bedding is acceptable for dairy cows. The question of how long an adjustment period is

required is still open. From these experiments, it appears that restriction of just a few days (to

different surfaces) has little effect on preferences of most animals, but housing animals for

several lactations on a surface may improve acceptance.

In Experiment 1, cows showed good acceptance of mattresses for lying in the restriction phase,

but in Experiment 2, lying time was significantly lower on mattresses than on either of the deep-

bedded surface. This discrepancy may be explained by the cows in Experiment 1 being familiar

with sawdust and thus finding any sawdust-bedded surface acceptable (i.e. either the deep-

bedded sawdust or mattresses bedded with sawdust). The general trend in the literature is more
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consistent with the findings in Experiment 2, with animals showing preferences for deep-bedded

surfaces over those covered with wood, mats or concrete (Lowe et al., 2001; Muller and Botha,

1997; except see Manninen et al., 2002). In addition, mattresses are associated with higher

incidence and more severe hock lesions compared to deep bedding with either sand or sawdust

(Weary and Taszkun, 2000). More work is required to determine if alternative methods of

managing mattresses (such as use of more bedding) could reduce injuries and increase

acceptance.

More work is required on how differences between cows, such as stage of lactation, age, social

status and health, could affect their requirements for lying and standing in the stall. For example,

time constraints, such as time spent in the parlor and time spent feeding, would likely differ with

stage of lactation, and animals during peak lactation would have less time to spend performing

other behaviors (e.g. lying). In addition to cow factors, physical aspects of bedding could

influence preference including thermal properties, texture, and footing. Indeed, it is possible that

surface characteristics that are desirable for lying (e.g. softness) may not be the properties of

surfaces most suitable for standing (e.g. stability). An analytical approach that examines how

specific surface characteristics affect both lying and standing in freestalls is needed.

In conclusion, certain surfaces can cause reduced lying times for some animals, as seen with

sand in Experiment 1 and mattresses in Experiment 2. Dairy producers should use caution when

switching bedding types, as previous experience may influence the behavioral response to new

surfaces. Overall, there was a preference for softer surfaces, either sawdust or sand compared to

mattresses, among animals that were accustomed to these materials. These results agree with
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other preference findings and correspond with the reduced incidence and severity of leg injuries

found in animals housed on soft surfaces.
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Table 2.1. Lying times (h per 24-h period) for the three experimental surfaces during first and

second free-choice phases shown individually for the twenty-four cows used in Experiments 1

and 2.

First free-choice phase Second free-choice phase
Cow Sawdust Sand Mattress Sawdust Sand Mattress

Experiment 1 1

1 14.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.7 0.0
2 14.3 0.0 0.0 15.1 0.0 0.0
3 15.3 0.0 0.0 15.1 0.0 0.0
4 13.4 0.0 0.0 7.8 0.0 7.3
5 15.8 0.0 0.0 14.5 0.0 0.0
6 10.7 0.0 0.0 13.3 0.0 0.0
7 0.0 0.0 11.3 2.5 0.0 11.2
8 12.0 0.0 0.0 13.8 0.0 0.0
9 12.2 0.0 0.0 14.3 0.0 0.0
10 7.8 0.0 7.9 16.9 0.0 0.0
11 14.6 0.0 0.0 17.1 0.0 0.0
12 17.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.6 1.7

Experiment 2 2

1 15.9 1.0 0.0 16.0 0.0 0.0
2 14.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.8 0.0
3 14.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 15.0 0.0
4 0.0 15.0 0.0 3.0 6.5 1.8
5 0.6 11.4 1.8 0.0 16.4 0.0
6 12.7 0.0 0.0 14.6 0.0 0.0
7 0.0 15.9 0.0 1.1 13.4 1.1
8 14.6 0.0 0.0 10.4 5.2 0.0
9 18.8 0.0 0.0 18.6 0.0 0.0
10 11.8 1.1 2.8 10.5 0.0 0.0
11 0.0 17.6 0.0 0.0 15.9 0.0
12 13.9 0.0 0.0 0.1 5.4 7.8

1 based on 24 h of recording
2 based on 48 h of recording, except for cows 9 and 10 which were recorded for only 24 h due
to a technical difficulty
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Table 2.2. Mean ± S.E.M. for lying behavior (lying time, number of lying events and duration of

lying bouts) and standing behavior (standing with front two hooves, four hooves or total standing

in the stall) for three bedding surfaces during the restriction phase.

Surface
Sawdust Sand Mattress

Experiment 1 1,2

Lying behavior
  Lying (h) 14.3 ± 0.83 10.9 ± 1.57a 14.3 ± 0.54
  Number of lying events 9.1 ± 0.73 6.7 ± 1.06 a 9.3 ± 0.68
  Duration of lying bouts (h) 1.6 ± 0.10 1.4 ± 0.23 1.6 ± 0.10
Standing behavior
  Front hooves in the stall (min) 12 ± 10.2 6 ± 5.4 30 ± 10.8
  Four hooves in the stall (min) 54 ± 13.2 30 ± 4.8 72 ± 19.8
  Total standing (min) 66 ± 21.0 42 ± 6.6 102 ± 24.0 a

Experiment 2 1.2

Lying behavior
  Lying (h) 15.0 ± 0.40 14.9 ± 0.62 13.3 ± 0.54 a

  Number of lying events 10.5 ± 0.57 10.0 ± 0.48 8.5 ± 0.55 a

  Duration of lying bouts (h) 1.4 ± 0.05 1.5 ± 0.06 1.6 ± 0.10
Standing behavior
  Front hooves in the stall (min) 0 ± 1.2 6 ± 2.4 6 ± 4.2
  Four hooves in the stall (min) 24 ± 3.6 18 ± 5.4 24 ± 4.8
  Total standing (min) 24 ± 4.8 24 ± 6.0 36 ± 4.8 a

a indicates a significantly different from the preferred material (sawdust in Experiment 1;
sawdust and sand in Experiment 2).
1based on twelve cows per experiment, but only eleven cows were included in sawdust restriction
information in Experiment 2
2 based on 24 h recording in Experiment 1 and 48 h in Experiment 2. Results for Experiment 2
are presented as per 24 h.
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Figure 2.1. Layout of test pens used in Experiments 1 and 2.
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Figure 2.2. Frequency distributions of lying times during the restriction phase in Experiment 1

(left-hand panel, solid bars1) and Experiment 2 (right-hand panel, striped bars2). In Experiment 1

the distribution for sand (b) was noticeably flatter than that for sawdust (a) or mattresses (c),

reflecting the variability in response to sand. In Experiment 2, the distributions for all three
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surfaces were very similar; however, for most animals, lying times were lower on mattresses

compared to sand or sawdust.

1based on twelve cows per experiment, but only eleven cows were included in sawdust restriction
information in Experiment 2
2based on 24-h recording in Experiment 1 and 48-h in Experiment 2. Results for Experiment 2
are presented as per 24 h.
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Figure 2.3. Frequency distributions of standing times during the restriction phase in Experiment

1 (left-hand panel, solid bars1) and Experiment 2 (right-hand panel, striped bars2). Standing was

more variable on mattresses (c) than on sawdust (a) or sand (b) in both Experiments 1 and 2.

Standing times were higher in Experiment 1 than Experiment 2.

1based on twelve cows per experiment, but only eleven cows were included in sawdust restriction
information in Experiment 2
2based on 24-h recording in Experiment 1 and 48-h in Experiment 2. Results for Experiment 2
are presented as per 24 h.
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CHAPTER 3: Bedding on geotextile mattresses: how much is needed to
improve cow comfort?

C.B. Tucker and D.M. Weary

INTRODUCTION

Dairy cattle spend approximately 8-16 hours lying down per day (e.g. Dechamps et al., 1989;

Haley et al., 2000; 2001) and between 35 and 175 min standing in freestalls (e.g. Stefanowska et

al., 2001). The design of the freestall is thought to be important to dairy cattle well being, in part

because of the large amount of time they spend in the stalls. This paper will discuss one aspect of

freestall design, the surface. Specifically, geotextile mattresses are becoming an increasingly

popular stall surface in dairy barns, in part because this surface is marketed as being suitable for

use with little or no bedding. The impact of freestall surface quality on dairy cattle has been

assessed using several approaches including measures of preference, measures of behavior in

non-choice situations, and measures of injury.

Previous work has studied the preferences of dairy cows for a variety of freestall surfaces.

Several patterns emerge from this literature (Tucker and Weary, 2001). Cows tend to prefer lying

on mattresses (rubber-filled substrate) rather than concrete (Herlin,1997; O’Connell and Meaney,

1997). Solid rubber mats tend to be preferred to concrete, but are chosen less than mattresses

(Herlin, 1997; Natzke et al., 1982). Cows prefer heavily bedded concrete stalls to lightly bedded

mats (Jensen et al., 1988; Manninen et al., 2002), and deep-bedded stalls, usually soil based, are

preferred to stalls with geotextile mattresses covered with 2-3 of sawdust or concrete (Muller and

Botha, 1997; Tucker et al., 2003).
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Time spent lying and standing is also influenced by substrates in stalls. Lying times are reduced

and standing times increased when dairy cattle are housed with non-preferred lying surfaces like

concrete (Haley et al., 2000; 2001; O’Connell and Meaney, 1997; Rushen et al., 2001). However,

when concrete is covered with bedding, lying times are similar to those seen with soft mats

(Manninen et al., 2002; Wechsler et al., 2000). Lying times also tend to be longer for deep-

bedded stalls compared to wood-covered stalls or mattresses (Muller and Botha, 1997; Tucker et

al., 2003). However, cattle also spend more time standing on mattresses than on deep-bedding

surfaces (Tucker et al., 2003).

In general, preferred lying surfaces are also those associated with fewer leg injuries. Consistent

with preference results, cows show fewer injuries on mattresses than concrete (Rushen et al.,

2001), with rubber as an intermediate (Rodenburg et al., 1994); there are fewer injuries in deep-

bedded stalls compared to mattresses (Weary and Taszkun, 2000; Wechsler et al., 2000); and

more bedding reduces injuries in stalls with mattresses (Mowbray et al., 2003). Hoof health may

also relate to lying surface: increased amounts of bedding (Colam-Ainsworth et al., 1989), and

rubber mats instead of concrete (Leonard et al., 1994), reduce these problems.

Geotextile mattresses are gaining popularity, in part because this surface is marketed as being

suitable for use with little or no bedding thus decreasing labor and other expenses associated

with maintaining stall bedding. However, given the evidence outlined above, zero or low-

bedding management for mattresses may reduce lying times and be less preferred than well-

bedded mattresses. Thus, the objective of our study was to evaluate how the amount of bedding

on mattresses influences dairy cattle behavior. Specifically, we tested how the quantity of
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sawdust bedding affects which stall cows chose to lie in (preference) and lying and standing

behavior when they are restricted to a single option (stall usage).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fifteen pregnant and non-lactating Holstein cows were used in this experiment. These cows had

spent their previous lactation in a barn where 25% of the stalls were fitted with geotextile

mattresses bedding with sawdust (similar to the 1-kg treatment described below) and the

remaining were deep-bedded stalls, with either sand or sawdust over a soil base. During the

experiment, each cow was housed alone in a test pen containing a feed trough, a waterer, and

three freestalls accessible from the alley. All flooring outside the freestall area was concrete. The

three stalls were either adjacent to each other, or separated by a blocked stall between each

available stall. Cows had access to only these three stalls; all others in the facility were blocked

off. The stalls were 1.2 m wide and 2.7 m long, the neck rail was 1.25 m high, and the brisket

board was 10 cm high and 2.25 m from the curb of the stall. The animals were fed grass hay ad

libitum. The average temperature in the city of Vancouver during the experiment was 8.4°C, with

a minimum of –6.2°C and maximum of 12.0°C.

Each stall was fitted with a Promat geotextile mattress, and bedded with one of three levels of

kiln-dried sawdust, a common bedding substrate in the Fraser Valley: 0, 1, and 7.5 kg. The lower

two levels of bedding (0 and 1 kg) reflected the use of sawdust in common commercial practice.

The highest value (7.5 kg) was chosen to provide an extremely well-bedded option, more similar

to that found in deep-bedded stalls. The weight of the bedding was used to describe the

treatments because the height of the sawdust could not be quantified consistently. The 1-kg

treatment covered the entire stall surface, but small sections of the mattresses were visible
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through the bedding. Bedding was removed and reapplied and pens cleaned twice each day

during the morning and afternoon feedings (8:00 and 15:00) in order to maintain the appropriate

amount of bedding on the surface as there was no bedding retainer.

Three similar test pens, each with three freestalls, were used for the experiment. Trios of animals

were tested simultaneously, one in each pen. The location of the bedding treatments was

allocated randomly without replacement and balanced for each pen, across trials. Five trios

(fifteen animals) were used in the experiment, but information from four animals was lost due to

technical malfunction, all from one pen.

Each test consisted of three stages. For the first 7 days (adjustment phase), cows had free access

to all three stalls. During the next 9 days (restriction phase), cows were allowed access to only a

single stall at a time, each for a 3-day period, and the order of access to each treatment was

assigned randomly without replacement and balanced across cows. Access to the other

treatments/stalls was blocked with a wooden barrier hung across the entrance to the stall. During

the last 3 days, or the free-choice phase, cows were again allowed free access to all three stalls.

The behavior of the cows was video recorded during the last 48-h period of the free-choice phase

and of each restriction period for a total of 8 days of recording for each cow. Each pen was

recorded at three frames per second using a Panasonic AG-6720 VHS time-lapse video cassette

recorder, a Panasonic WJ-FS 10 digital-frame switcher, and three Panasonic WV-BP330 CCTV

cameras. Cameras were located with a full view of all three stalls, and a 100-watt white light was

hung above each set of stalls to facilitate recording at night. These recordings were watched
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continuously to measure: 1) time spent lying in the stall, 2) time spent standing in the stall (with

the front two or all four hooves in the stall) and 3) the number of times the animal lay down in

the stall (number of lying events), and 4) the number of times the animal entered the stall

(number of visits). In addition, we looked at a specific subset of standing behavior: standing that

took place before a lying event; this analysis excluded standing that took place during a visit

when the animal did not lie down at all or that occurred after a lying event. Lying outside the

stall was not recorded.

Statistical Analysis

The time spent lying and standing and the number of lying events and visits during the restriction

phase were analyzed using a general linear model. This model included a term for cows (10 df)

and order of exposure to each treatment (2 df), and tested the linear and quadratic effects of the

amount of sawdust (1 df each) against the residual error (18 df). The quadratic effect was never

found to be significant and is not reported further. Preference during the free-choice phase was

based on duration of lying and standing in each stall and compared using Friedman’s rank test.

RESULTS

During the restriction phase, lying time increased with amount of sawdust; lying times were

lowest on bare mattresses and highest in stalls with 7.5 kg of bedding (Table 3.1 and Figure 3.1;

P = 0.02). The number of lying events followed the same pattern (P = 0.08), and there was no

difference in the average duration of lying bouts (P = 0.51). The number of visits to the stall were

similar across the three levels of bedding: 6.3, 6.5, and 6.6 for 0, 1, and 7.5 kg of sawdust,

respectively (LS S.E.: 0.42, F= 0.24; P = 0.63). There were large individual differences between

cows in the amount of time spent standing in the stalls (range of 21 to 364 min/ 24 h); cows also

differed in whether they stood with only two or four hooves in the stall. For example, averaging
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across treatments, one cow spent 93% of her total standing time with only her front hooves in the

stall. In contrast, another individual spent 86% of her total standing time (averaged across

treatments) with all four hooves in the stall. There was no difference in the amount of time spent

standing in stalls with 0, 1 or 7.5 kg bedding (P = 0.22). However, the time spent standing before

lying down tended to differ between treatments and was lowest in the 7.5-kg option (total

standing: P = 0.06; standing with front hooves in stall: P = 0.08).

In the free-choice phase, all eleven animals chose, for both lying and standing, the stall bedded

with 7.5 kg of sawdust (Table 3.2; Friedman’s rank statistic: 7.08; P < 0.05). All eleven cows

showed a clear preference for lying on the deepest bedding, with five of the eleven cows never

standing or lying on the other surfaces during the preference stage of the study.

DISCUSSION

Cows increased the time spent lying down in stalls by more than 2 h per day when 7.5 kg of

sawdust was provided, compared to a bare mattress. Indeed, for one animal the restriction to the

bare mattress elicited an extremely short lying time in the stall (3 h /24 h). When this individual

was restricted to stalls with either 1 or 7.5 kg of sawdust, her lying time was at least 9 h higher.

These results agree with limited evidence from Wander (1976) that greater depth of sawdust is

associated with higher lying times. The number of lying events followed a pattern similar to

lying time, but there was no difference in the average duration of lying bouts for the three

amounts of sawdust. Similarly, Manninen et al. (2002) reported lower lying times and fewer

lying events on sand compared to straw and rubber mats, but no difference in duration of lying

bouts. These authors found that the percentage change in both duration and frequency of lying

was very similar (approximately 75% increase), and concluded that it is no more difficult to get
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up and down on sand compared to straw or rubber mats. In contrast, according to Haley et al.

(2001), fewer lying events, shorter lying times per day and longer lying bouts are symptoms of

discomfort associated with changing position on concrete compared to geotextile mattresses.

However, the results from this experiment are more consistent with Manninen et al. (2002); there

were fewer lying events and shorter lying times per day on bare and lightly bedded mattresses

compared to the well-bedded option, but no difference in average bout duration. This indicates

that the additional sawdust may improve the comfort of the mattresses for changing positions

between lying and standing. Indeed, given that the number of visits to the freestall was similar

among the three levels of sawdust, the additional bedding may influence the decision to lie

down, but not to enter the stall. However, average duration of lying bouts did not differ between

treatments and this suggests that the amount of sawdust may not have affected the comfort of the

surface while the cow was recumbent. It remains unclear which physical characteristic of the

sawdust is important to dairy cattle, as sawdust may change the softness and the thermal

properties of the surface.

Lying time is thought be important to dairy cattle for several reasons. Cows spend a large portion

of their time lying; even 3 h deprivation of lying is sufficient to cause cows to forego eating in

order to lie down (Metz, 1985). Additionally, several physiological changes are associated with

reduced lying time; these include a decrease in circulating levels of growth hormone

(Munksgaard and Løvendahl, 1993), a short-term increase in plasma cortisol levels (e.g. Fisher et

al., 2002) and increased incidence of lameness (Leonard et al., 1994, Singh et al., 1993).

However, it is unclear whether the average lying time on the worst option in this experiment

(11.5 h on bare mattresses), would be detrimental to dairy cattle welfare because this time falls
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well within the range of lying times reported in previous studies including those when cattle

were housed on pasture (e.g. Dechamps et al., 1989; Krohn and Munksgaard, 1993; Singh et al.,

1993). However, the cows in this experiment may have shown longer lying times compared to

other experiments because this comparison was carried out using non-lactating animals.

Lactating dairy cattle usually spend at least 2 h away at milking and may spend more time eating,

leaving less time for lying down than their non-lactating counterparts (e.g. Fregonesi and Leaver,

2001). In addition, the animals in our study were housed individually. Under normal freestall

conditions cows must compete for access to stalls, especially when there are fewer stalls

available than cows, likely further reducing lying times (e.g. Friend et al., 1976). This

experiment would need to be repeated to determine if bare mattresses combined with the time

constraints of lactation and social competition push the average lying time below averages

reported in other studies.

Although the results of the current experiment are most likely due to differences in the perceived

comfort of the lying surface, previous experience of cows can also affect the results of such

experiments. For example, Manninen et al. (2002) concluded that additional experience with

sand across experiments increased lying duration on this novel surface by several hours. The

cows used in the current experiment came from a barn with both deep-bedded stalls and

mattresses covered with some sawdust (similar to the 1 kg/day treatment); hence, limited

previous experience with bare mattresses may have been a factor. Indeed, if the animals choose

to avoid mattresses in the original home pen, their experience with mattresses would be limited

to the time during the experiment. In addition to duration of lying, preference can also be

affected by previous experience. However, Tucker et al. (2003) found that two days experience
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was sufficient time for some cows to switch their preference from a familiar surface to a novel

surface. In this experiment, three days of restriction to each treatment was insufficient experience

for any cows to prefer either the 0 or 1 kg treatment, indicating that short-term experience is

unlikely to influence preference for amount of bedding on mattresses. Indeed, all eleven cows

preferred the stall bedded with 7.5 kg of sawdust and spent 85% or more of their lying time on

their first choice.

In addition, during the free-choice phase, all cows chose the stall with 7.5 kg of bedding,

regardless if preference was based on lying or standing duration. Only one cow (number 2, Table

3.2) stood in a stall that she did not use for lying (1 kg of sawdust). Based on this evidence, it

appears that animals were not seeking out different surfaces solely to stand upon. However,

standing in the stall, particularly standing with only the front hooves in the stall, is not well

understood. Galindo et al. (2000) speculate that dairy cattle perform this behavior to avoid

dominant cattle within the group; however, this is clearly not the motivation for the animals in

this experiment, which were housed individually. Alternatively, animals could be investigating

the lying space, and cases of prolonged standing could indicate a reluctance to lie down on the

surface. Tucker et al. (2003), found that cows spent more time standing on mattresses covered

with 2-3 cm of sawdust compared to deep-bedded surfaces, suggesting that mattresses may be

more comfortable to stand on. Alternatively, standing in the stall may indicate a reluctance to lie

down. In the current experiment, there was no difference in the total time spent standing on each

treatment, however, the results suggest that cows spend more time standing before they lie down

when the stall contained either 1 or 0 kg of sawdust. The differences in standing time before

lying down may indicate a reluctance to lie down in these stalls with less sawdust bedding.
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Indeed, previous work has shown that cattle spend more time assessing lying areas without

bedding than bedded areas (e.g. Müller et al., 1989). In addition, cattle spend more time

examining confined lying spaces, like tie-stalls, than deep-bedded areas or pasture before lying

down (Krohn and Munksgaard, 1993; Müller et al., 1989).

In addition to the reduction in lying time observed in the current study, previous work has found

that mattresses with little bedding are associated with a higher incidence and more severe hock

lesions compared to deep-bedded surfaces (Mowbray et al., 2003; Weary and Taszkun, 2000).

Indeed, Nilsson (1992) found more hock injuries on surfaces with less penetration (or harder

surfaces). By covering mattresses with a thick layer of bedding (as in 7.5 kg of sawdust

treatment), the surface will be softer and is likely to reduce the incidence of injury. However,

more work is needed to understand the importance of various physical properties of stall surfaces

(e.g. thermal conductance, visual appearance, coefficient of friction) to dairy cattle.

In conclusion, increased amounts of sawdust bedding on geotextile mattresses appear to increase

the suitability of the surface for lying, both in terms of lying duration and number of lying

events, as well as reduce the time spent standing in the stall before lying down. Moreover, all

cows showed a clear preference for stalls with more sawdust. Thus, to promote both comfort,

geotextile mattresses are best managed with copious bedding.
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Table 3.1. Stall usage (mean and least-square S.E.) for three levels of sawdust bedding in the

restriction phase (n = 11). P values are for the linear term.

Amount of sawdust
(kg)

0 1 7.5 LS
S.E.

F-value P-value

Lying behavior
Lying events (number/24 h) 7.9 9.8 10.3 0.69 3.41 0.08
Duration of lying bouts (h/bout) 1.5 1.3 1.4 0.05 0.46 0.51
Lying (h/24 h) 11.5 12.5 13.7 0.54 6.83 0.02
Standing behavior
Front hooves in stall (min/24 h) 85 83 71 8.6 1.56 0.23
Four hooves in stall (min/24 h) 33 40 31 8.0 0.28 0.60
Total standing (min/24 h) 118 123 102 11.9 1.60 0.22
Subset of standing behavior: before  lying
down
Front hooves in stall (min/24 h) 43 44 33 4.6 3.41 0.08
Four hooves in stall (min/24 h) 24 26 19 5.0 0.87 0.36
Total standing (min/24 h) 67 70 52 6.6 4.02 0.06
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Table 3.2. Time spent lying (h/24 h) and standing duration (min/24 h) for the three experimental

surfaces during the free-choice phase, shown separately for all 11 animals.

Amount of bedding (kg)
Cow 0 1 7.5 % time on # 1 choice

Lying time
1 0.6 0.0 14.0 96%
2 1.9 0.0 10.5 85%
3 0.0 1.3 11.8 90%
4 0.0 0.0 15.0 100%
5 0.0 0.0 14.3 100%
6 0.0 0.0 13.9 100%
7 0.0 1.2 14.5 92%
8 0.0 0.0 15.1 100%
9 0.0 0.0 11.8 100%
10 0.0 1.0 13.9 93%
11 0.0 0.0 11.1 100%

Standing time
1 18 0 132 89%
2 12 12 90 81%
3 0 6 30 88%
4 0 0 36 100%
5 0 0 60 100%
6 0 0 114 100%
7 0 6 66 91%
8 0 0 54 96%
9 0 0 132 100%
10 0 48 66 59%
11 0 0 216 100%
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Figure 3.1. Scatter plot of mean lying times (h per 24 h) during the restriction phase for two

levels of sawdust on geotextile mattresses: 0 kg (x-axis) and 7.5 kg (y-axis). One of the eleven

animals tested had an extremely low lying time (3 h) on the 0-kg treatment.
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CHAPTER 4: Freestall Dimensions: Effects on Preference and Stall Usage

C.B. Tucker, D.M. Weary, and D. Fraser

INTRODUCTION

Dairy producers are faced with a range of recommendations concerning suitable dimensions for

freestalls. For example, recommendations for overall stall bed length range from 200 – 240 cm,

but if there is space for a lateral head lunge, bed length recommendations can be as small as 185

cm (Bickert, 2000; Irish and Martin, 1983; McFarland and Gamroth, 1994). Recommendations

for stall width are generally given in terms of the size of the animals. Common recommendations

are about twice the hip width, which often translates into approximately 100-120 cm (Bickert,

2000; Irish and Martin, 1983; McFarland and Gamroth, 1994). Little is known about the range of

stall sizes found on farms in North America, but a recent survey of 37 farms in the UK found that

87% of stalls measured were less than 230 cm and 50% were between 115 and 122 cm in width

(Faull et al., 1996). The variation in recommendations reflects the lack of formal research on

freestall design and dimensions, and how these dimensions affect cow behavior.

Indeed, what is known about the space requirements for dairy cattle comes from the literature

examining the standing up and lying down movements (reviewed by Lidfors, 1989). The lunge

space, or the space taken up by the head of the animal as it moves forward in order to stand up is

often thought of as the optimal length requirement. However, until recently, there were few

reliable estimates of the space requirements for dairy cattle. One exception is the results of

kinematic analysis of the standing up movements, which indicate that dairy cattle use between

260 to 280 cm total longitudinal space (from the nose to the most caudal point of the cow) and
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that lateral displacements during this movement ranges from 60 to 110 cm at the hips (Ceballos,

2003).

The size of the lying area may affect the behavior of dairy cattle. Comparisons of the results of

Haley et al. (2000) and Haley et al. (2001) suggest that lying time were 1.5- 2 h lower in tie stalls

(180 cm by 130 cm or 2.3 m2 per cow) than in larger pens (420 cm by 390 cm or 16.4 m2 per

cow). In addition, in one study heifers were housed in straw bedded pens providing 1.8, 2.7, or

3.6 m2 of lying area (Mogensen et al., 1997), and in another, cows were housed with either 9 or

4.5 m2 of bedded area per cow (Fregonesi and Leaver, 2002). In both experiments, the animals

showed no differences in lying time associated with space allowance. These previous studies can

provide some insight into the effect, or lack of effect, of the size of the lying area. However, they

are inadequate as a basis for recommendations for freestall design, as neither of these studies

have examined how animals interact with the freestall infrastructure without constraints such as

tethers.

The objective of the two experiments described in this paper was to assess the impact of freestall

size on dairy cattle behavior, specifically stall usage and preference. Preference testing, or

allowing an animal to choose between alternative housing designs, can provide insights into

aspects of housing design that may be important to the cow. Results from preference tests can

correspond with the behavioral response to an option when the animal has no choice. Time spent

in the stall is an important response variable because it can provide information about how

comfortable cows find a given stall design (see Haley et al., 2000 example above). Together, the

combination of information about changes in stall usage and preferences can provide a more
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comprehensive evaluation of which housing features affect cattle. The first experiment evaluated

how the width and length of freestalls affected cow preference and stall usage. The second

experiment also examined the effect of freestall width on stall usage, and also assessed other

considerations such as milk production and stall cleanliness. The dimensions tested in both

experiments represented the range seen in the industry.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experiment 1: Freestall width and length

Fifteen Holstein cows, all pregnant and non-lactating, were used as subjects (average weight ±

S.D.: 720 ± 69 kg). Before this experiment, the subjects had been housed in a freestall barn

where stalls measured 116 cm between stall partitions and either 229 or 274 cm in length. During

this study, each animal was housed alone in a test pen containing a row of four freestalls. In each

stall, the neck rail was positioned 125 cm above the geotextile mattress base and 160 cm from

the curb. A 10-cm-high plastic brisket pillow was positioned 165 cm from the curb (Figure 4.1).

Stalls were bedded with 2-3 cm of sawdust and were cleaned each day during the morning and

afternoon feedings (08:00 and 15:00). The animals were fed grass hay ad libitum.

Trios of animals were tested simultaneously in the three identical test pens at the South Campus

Large Animal Research Facility, located in Vancouver, British Columbia. During the

experiment, each animal was housed alone in a test pen containing a feed trough, a waterer, and

four freestalls accessible from the alley. All flooring outside the freestall area was concrete. The

four freestalls in each pen varied in width and length according to a 2X2 design. Stall length

(short or long: 229 or 274 cm) was altered by adjusting the lunge space available in front of the

brisket board, as this is often the space eliminated in smaller stalls in commercial conditions.
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Stall width (narrow or wide: 112 cm or 132 cm) was altered by adjusting the space between stall

partitions. The four stalls thus varied in total area available from 2.48 m2 to 3.51 m2. Treatments

were balanced and allocated randomly without replacement to the four positions in each pen. For

each animal, treatments were assigned randomly to the four positions in a pen.

Each test consisted of three consecutive phases: adjustment, restriction, and free choice. During

the adjustment phase, animals had free access to all four stalls for 7 days. This allowed animals

to settle into the facilities, as they were normally housed at a different location. During the

restriction phase, the animals were allowed access to only a single stall at a time, each for a 2-

day period, with the order of access assigned randomly without replacement. A preliminary

experiment in our facility had shown that restricting animals for 2 days yields the same

behavioral results (e.g. lying time) as a longer (10-day) period of restriction. The restriction

phase ensured that animals had short-term experience with each option before testing preferences

and allowed us to measure stall usage. During the free-choice phase, animals were again allowed

free access to all four stalls for 2 days.

Each animal was video recorded during the last 24-h period of the adjustment, free choice, and of

each restriction phase for a total of 6 days of recording. Recordings were at three frames per

second using a Panasonic AG-6720 time-lapse VCR, a Panasonic WJ-FS 10 digital-frame

switcher, and a Panasonic WV-BP330 CCTV camera. Cameras were located with a full view of

all four stalls, and 100-watt white light was hung above each set of stalls to facilitate recording at

night. Video tapes were watched continuously and the following behaviors recorded: 1) lying in

the stall, 2) standing with four hooves in the stall, 3) standing with the front two hooves in the
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stall, and 4) the number of lying events. Lying down outside the stall was not recorded. Mean

lying bout duration was calculated by dividing total lying time by the number of lying events in

each 24-h period. Due to technical malfunction, preference data (free-choice phase) were

recorded for only twelve of the fifteen animals.

Statistical analysis

Analysis of preferences was based on lying time, as this behavior provides a clear indicator that

the animals are willing to use the stall. Specifically, lying time was used to rank each option to

assess which option a given animal preferred. The probability of a given number of animals

choosing either the wide or long stalls was compared using a binomial test. For the preference

information, the interaction between width and lunge space was compared using the Fisher’s

exact test. In addition, as the animals did not spend all of their time in one stall, a value was

calculated representing the composite size of freestall used during this phase (proportion of lying

time in the stall multiplied by the area of that stall). The relationship between this variable

(composite size of freestall used during preference phase) and animal weight was tested using

Pearson correlation. A general linear model (GLM) was used to analyze differences in the

dependent variables during the restriction phase. This model included a term for animals (14 df),

and terms for width (1 df), length (1df) and the width by length interaction (1df) tested against

the residual error term (42 df). For behaviors where the analysis showed effects of both width

and length, a similar model was used to test the linear, quadratic, and cubic effect of total stall

area (1 df each). The higher order effects (quadratic and cubic) were never found to be

significant and are not reported further.
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Experiment 2: Freestall width

One objective of this experiment was to re-assess the effect of stall width on stall usage, as the

results from Experiment 1 indicated that this was an important factor influencing lying time.

However, in this experiment we tested lactating cattle managed under commercial conditions,

and thus could also assess how stall width affected milk production and stall cleanliness. We

used twenty-seven Holstein cattle divided into three groups of nine, balanced for lactation

number (mean ± S.D. = 2.75±1.34) and days in milk (DIM) (71.5±20.5). Each group of nine

animals was housed in one of three pens, each with nine stalls, at the University of British

Columbia’s Dairy Research and Education Centre in Agassiz, British Columbia. In a given pen,

the nine stalls were configured in three rows. Two rows faced one another, were open at the front

(‘head-to-head’) and had a bed length of 240 cm. The back row of stalls faced a cement wall, so

these stalls were 30 cm longer to allow more space for the cow to lunge forward when getting up

and lying down. Stalls were bedded with 40 cm of washed river sand. Animals were fed a total

mixed ration and milked twice a day at approximately 6:00 and 16:00. All flooring outside the

freestall area was grooved concrete.

Freestall partitions (Figure 4.1) were adjusted to give three stall widths of 106, 116, and 126 cm,

all measured as the space between the partitions. All stalls within a pen were adjusted to the

same width for a 3-week period and then switched, such that treatments were assigned according

to a Latin-square design so that each width was tested once in each of the three periods, and once

in each of the three pens.
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The animals were videotaped using one video camera (Panasonic WV-BP330) per pen, a time-

lapse videocassette recorder (Panasonic AG-6540) and a video multiplexer (Panasonic WJ-FS

216). To facilitate recording during the dark period we suspended two red lights (100 W, < 5 lx)

approximately 8 m over each pen (same height as cameras). Observations began after the

evening milking on Saturday and ended immediately before the evening milking on Sunday on

the first and third week of each treatment. Observations were suspended while animals were

absent from the pens during milking, which ranged from 29 min to 170 min/24 h. Video tapes

were watched continuously and the following behaviors recorded: 1) lying in the stall, 2)

standing with four hooves in the stall, 3) standing with the front two hooves in the stall, and 4)

the number of lying events. Individual animals were identified with markings made with

Clairol’s Nice and Easy # 122, Natural Black, or Clairol’s L’image Maxiblonde, depending on

hair color on the back.

Stall cleanliness and milk production

Fecal matter from each pen was collected and weighed during the Saturday morning, Saturday

afternoon and Sunday morning milkings of weeks 1 and 3 of each treatment. We attempted to

minimize the amount of sand mixed in with the fecal material, but the weights reported likely

overestimate the amount of fecal material because of the bedding still present in the samples.

After removing feces from each stall, the stall surface was leveled with a rake, in accordance

with normal farm practice. Milk production was recorded at each milking and averaged across

each three-week treatment period.

Statistical analysis

To test the effect of stall width, these data were analyzed as a change-over experiment as

described by Morris (1999). The individual animal served as the observational unit as each
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animal was tested under each condition. Observations from weeks 1 and 3 on each treatment

were averaged for each cow. A GLM was used to analyze differences in time spent lying,

standing with two or four hooves in the stall, and the number of lying events, and mean duration

of lying bouts (lying time divided by number of lying events), and milk production. This model

included a term for cows (26 df) and order of exposure to each treatment (2 df), and tested the

linear and quadratic effects of total stall width (1 df each) against the residual error (52 df). The

quadratic effect was never statistically significant and is not reported further. For the analysis of

stall cleanliness, pens served as the experimental unit, because fecal material could not be

identified based on individual animals. Fecal weights were log-transformed prior to analysis

(because of unequal variances), and differences in stall cleanliness were analyzed using a GLM

that included a term for pen (2 df) and order of exposure to each treatment (2 df) and tested the

linear and quadratic effects of stall width (1 df each) against the residual error (2 df).

RESULTS

Experiment 1: Freestall width and length

During the restriction phase, animals spent more time lying in the wide stalls than the narrow

(Table 4.1; P = 0.01), but length did not affect lying times (P = 0.29). The longer lying times can

be explained by longer average lying bouts in wide stalls (P = 0.01). Both length and width

influenced the amount of time spent standing with the front hooves in the stall. As a result, this

behavior was better explained by comparing the different stalls on the basis of total area

available. Time spent standing with the front two hooves in the stall was explained by the total

area of the freestall (Figure 4.2; P < 0.01). Standing with all four hooves in the stall and the

number of lying events did not vary in relation to stall width or length (P > 0.1). Total time spent

standing (with either two or four hooves in the stall) tended to be higher in the narrow stalls (P =
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0.06), a difference driven primarily by standing with only front hooves in the stall. There were

no significant interactions between width and length for any measure.

There was no consistent preference lying in stalls of a given size: six cows ranked the wide-short

stall as their first choice, two chose wide-long, three chose narrow-long, and one chose narrow-

short (Table 4.2). Eight out of twelve animals choose wide stalls (P = 0.19) and seven out of

twelve animals choose stalls with more forward lunge space (P = 0.39). There was no interaction

between width and lunge space (P = 0.22). The amount of time cows spent lying on their first

choice ranged from 38%- 100%. There was no clear relationship between the weight of the

animal and size of stalls used in the preference phase (r = 0.38; P = 0.22), although the two

lightest animals did prefer the smaller stalls (animals 2 and 7 in Table 4.2).

Experiment 2: Freestall width

The linear effect of stall width was statistically significant for the total lying time and the

duration of lying bouts (P < 0.05, Table 4.3), with the greatest difference between stalls

measuring 106 and 116 cm. There was no effect of stall width on the number of lying events,

total time spent standing in the stall, or milk production (P > 0.3). Time spent standing with front

two hooves in the stall was reduced with increasing stall width; the least amount of time (58 min)

was spent in stalls measuring 126 cm and the most (85 min) was spent in stalls measuring 106

cm (P ≤ 0.01). The amount of time spent standing with all four hooves in the stall tended to

increase with stall width, with the most standing taking place in the stall measuring 126 cm (68

min; P = 0.06). There was also a linear, positive relationship between stall width and amount of

fecal material in the pen (P = 0.04).
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DISCUSSION

In both experiments, the animals spent more time lying down, and had longer lying bouts, in

wider stalls, at least within the range tested in Experiments 1 and 2. In Experiment 2, lying times

in stalls measuring 106 cm averaged 0.7 h less than in stalls measuring 116 or 126 cm. In

Experiment 1, the difference between lying times in stalls measuring 112 cm and 132 cm was 1.2

h. These results are consistent with the limited research available on the effect of stall size on

behavior: Wander (1976) reported decreased lying times in smaller stalls (although it is unclear

how the stalls were smaller); also, narrow tie stalls (1 m) were found to reduce lying time

compared to stalls of 1.1 and 1.2 meters in width (Maton et al., 1978). However, animals differed

in the magnitude of the response between experiments (Experiment 1: 1.2 h, Experiment 2: 0.7

h), and in their average lying time between the two experiments (Experiment 1: 10.2 h,

Experiment 2: 12.8 h). These differences may have been due to differences in freestall widths

tested or to differences between the two groups of animals including stage of

lactation/parturition. Despite the difference in the magnitude of the responses, in both

experiments the animals spent more total time lying down, and exhibited longer lying bouts,

when using wider stalls.

The difference in the duration of lying bouts was not accompanied by a difference in the number

of lying events. Other authors have hypothesized that a reduced number of lying events is

associated with discomfort during rising and lying down (e.g. Haley et al., 2001); for example,

more lying events were observed in stalls with softer surfaces that allow the knees to sink into

the flooring material (Dumelow, 1995). These results suggest that the range of freestall widths

tested did not the affect the ease with which cows got up and down.
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One possible explanation for the longer lying bouts in wider stalls it that cows are less likely to

contact the stall partitions in these stalls. Blom et al. (1984) placed pressure sensors on various

parts of the freestall and found that cows contact stall partitions over 100 times per day, but it

was unclear whether the contact occurs while the animals were in a recumbent position or during

the rising/lying movements. However, given that the frequency of lying events is well below

100, it seems likely that some of the contact with the stall partitions was occurring while lying in

the stall. Haley et al. (2000) found cows spent more time lying down when housed in large pens

with mattress flooring compared to concrete tie stalls, but this difference was driven by a greater

number of lying events rather than a change in the average duration of lying bouts as reported in

the current study. However, the width of the tie stall in the Haley et al. experiment was 130 cm, a

value close to the upper range of those tested in Experiments 1 and 2, and the pen tested had no

equivalent to freestall partitions. Perhaps contact with the partitions only influences the duration

of lying bouts at smaller widths.

The length of the freestalls did not affect lying behavior, despite the fact that the 229 cm

treatments were at least 30 cm less than the 260-280 cm used by dairy cattle when rising

(Ceballos, 2003). However, this type of precise kinematic analysis has not been carried out with

recumbent cattle. It seems likely that amount of space required while resting would be less than

the 260-280 cm used when lunging forward. Future work should evaluate the effects of lunge

space on the difficulty of standing up.
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Interestingly, when given a choice among freestalls with different dimensions, cattle showed no

clear preferences, although there was a trend for animals to choose stalls of intermediate size

(wide-short and narrow-long). It is possible that cattle are strongly focussed on the evaluation of

the lying surface, rather than stall size, when lying down. Dairy cattle are descendents of plains-

dwelling animals, who would rarely have to consider spatial constraints about where to lie down.

Stall width affects behavior while animals have contact with the stall surface and partitions (as

described above), but it is unclear if animals evaluate or remember this aspect of the lying space

when deciding where to lie down.

Recommendations for stall sizes are normally provided separately for different weight classes of

animals (e.g. Agriculture Canada, 1990). The experiments reported here were not specifically

designed to test the effects animal size, but as a secondary aim of Experiment 1 we examined the

effect of animal weight on preferences for stalls of various sizes. There was no clear relationship

between composite size of freestall used and body weight, but the two smallest animals tended to

use the smaller stalls. Further work is likely needed to evaluate how stall usage changes with

body size. One approach would be to hold stall size constant and monitor the behavior of a large

number of animals varying in size.

Lying time may be important to cows for several reasons. Cows spend a large portion of their

time lying, and even a 3-h deprivation of lying is sufficient to cause animals to forego eating in

order to lie down (Metz, 1985). Additionally, several physiological changes are associated with

reduced lying time in cattle; these include a decrease in circulating levels of growth hormone

(Munksgaard and Løvendahl, 1993), a short-term increase in plasma cortisol levels (Ladewig and
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Smidt, 1989; Fisher et al., 2002) and increased incidence of lameness (Leonard et al., 1994,

Singh et al., 1993). More blood circulates to the udder while the animal is lying down compared

to when standing (Metcalf et al., 1992). However, no study to date has found differences in milk

production clearly linked to duration of lying. For example, Rushen et al. (2001) found no

difference in milk production when cows were housed in stalls with concrete versus rubber mat

surfaces over a 16-week experiment, despite a difference between treatments of 1.5 h per day in

lying time. Similarly, we found no differences in milk production associated with stall width in

Experiment 2. It is possible that changes in lying time are not associated with milk production,

because feed intake, a limiting factor for milk production, may not be affected by the treatments

tested. Although we did not measure the amount of feed consumed, other work has shown that

deprivation of the opportunity to lie down does not affect feed intake (Ingvartsen et al., 1999).

Indeed, Fregonesi and Leaver (2001) have shown that high-producing cows spend more time

feeding and less time lying down than low-producing cows, and high milk production is

correlated with high dry matter intake (e.g. Dado and Allen, 1994).

In addition to longer lying times in wider stalls, the increase in time spent standing with all four

hooves in the stall may also benefit cows. The wider space between stall partitions provided

more room for cows, possibly making it more comfortable for the animals to stand entirely in the

stall without contacting the partitions or neck rail. Indeed, in both experiments, the amount of

time spent standing with four hooves tended to be higher in the wider stalls, although this result

was only statistically significant in Experiment 2. Cows may stand in the stall to avoid the

relatively uncomfortable standing surface available in the alley, as suggested by Stefanowska et

al. (2001). We found marked individual differences in the time cows spent standing in this way,
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perhaps because the increase in stall size was especially important for certain animals. For

example, animals with hoof injuries may particularly benefit from the more comfortable standing

surface available in the stall, and the lactating cattle in Experiment 2 were more likely to be

experiencing hoof injuries than the dry animals in Experiment 1 (e.g. Chaplin et al., 2000).

Future experiments should consider the incidence of claw lesions/other hoof injuries and animal

size as covariates to better understand the effect of stall size has on standing behavior.

Standing with the two front hooves in the stall occupied almost 2 h more time in the smaller

stalls relative to the largest in Experiment 1. Similarly, in Experiment 2 animals spent 27 min

more time standing with front hooves in the stall when tested with the narrowest width relative to

the widest. As with standing entirely in the stall, there was considerable individual variation in

this behavior. Some authors have suggested that standing in the stall in this manner may be used

to hide from more socially dominant animals (e.g. Galindo et al., 2000). However, this was

clearly not the case in Experiment 1 because animals were housed individually. An alternative

explanation for standing with the only the front hooves in the stall may be a reluctance to lie

down, perhaps because of cow size, but additional work is required to determine how cow size

influences the expression of this behavior. There may also be health consequences associated

with excessive standing with only the front hooves in the stall. Two previous studies have

indicated that increased standing with the front two hooves in the stall predisposed cattle to claw

lesions (Colam-Ainsworth et al., 1989; Galindo and Broom, 2000). This may be because

increased exposure to moisture is highly correlated with lameness (Fitzgerald et al., 2000), and

cattle standing in this position have their back hooves in the relatively moist environment of the

alley. In addition, increased exposure to fecal material and concrete surfaces is associated with
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increased prevalence of hoof diseases (e.g. Bergsten and Pettersson, 1992). Thus, in addition to

providing a comfortable area to lie down, the design of freestalls should also allow cattle access

to a suitable standing surface.

As a potential disadvantage, larger stalls can increase the frequency with which animals defecate

and urinate in the stall as opposed to the alley. We found that wider stalls in Experiment 2

contained 1.5 times more fecal material than narrow ones. The increase in fecal material was

likely due to animals spending more time lying and standing with all four hooves in the stall –

positions where fecal material was likely to come in contact with the stall surface. More

defecation in the stall may increase the exposure of teat ends to bacteria and lead to an increased

rate of clinical mastitis. However, it may be possible to reduce such negative effects by cleaning

stalls more often. Indeed, improved stall maintenance may be one way to minimize the impact of

additional stall soiling associated with wider stalls, while allowing animals to spent more time

lying down and less time spent standing with only the front hooves in larger stalls.
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Table 4.1. Response measures (mean and least-square S.E.) for cows in Experiment 1 (n = 15)

shown in relation to stall length and width.

Width (cm) Length (cm)
112 132 F P 229 274 F P LS S.E.

Lying behavior
Lying events (number/24 h) 8.5 8.0 0.96 0.33 8.2 8.4 1.53 0.22 0.36
Duration of lying bouts (h/bout) 1.3 1.5 7.52 0.01 1.4 1.4 0.10 0.76 0.05
Lying time (h/24 h) 9.6 10.8 7.64 0.01 9.9 10.5 1.72 0.20 0.29
Standing behavior
Front hooves in stall (min/ 24 h) 169 135 3.54 0.07 171 133 4.61 0.04 12.7
Four hooves in stall (min/24 h) 104 95 0.35 0.56 90 109 1.75 0.19 9.8
Total standing (min/24 h) 272 230 3.81 0.06 261 241 0.88 0.35 15.2
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Table 4.2. Duration of lying (h per 24 h) for the four stall sizes during the free-choice phase,

shown for twelve individual animals in Experiment 1, together with weight (kg) and “composite

size of freestall” (calculated by summing the proportion of time spent lying in a given stall

multiplied by the area of that stall).

Stall size
Animal Weight

(kg)
Composite size
of freestall (m2)

Narrow Short
(112 x 229)

Narrow Long
(112 x 274)

Wide Short
(132 x 229)

Wide Long
(132 x 274)

1 760 3.05 1.8 4.0* 0.0 3.3
2 608 2.77 4.3* 2.8 4.3 0.0
3 734 3.35 0.0 0.0 4.2 10.0*
4 758 3.07 0.0 0.0 6.5* 1.4
5 742 2.95 0.5 0.0 9.8* 0.0
6 766 2.97 0.0 0.0 12.7* 0.0
7 618 2.81 4.1 0.0 6.8* 0.4
8 630 2.97 0.0 0.0 12.5* 0.0
9 624 2.90 1.6 11.1* 6.0 0.0
10 799 2.94 0.5 2.7 10.5* 0.0
11 743 2.89 0.7 7.7* 0.0 0.0
12 686 3.20 0.0 5.7 1.4 5.9*

median 738 2.96 0.5 1.4 6.2 0.0
* indicates stall size ranked first, based on lying time
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Table 4.3. Lying and standing behavior and milk production (mean and least-square S.E.; P

values for linear term) for three stall widths in Experiment 2 (n = 27). Values for weight of fecal

material are back transformed, hence least-square S.E. are unequal.

Stall width (cm)
106 116 126 LS S.E. F P

Lying behavior
Lying events (number/24 h) 12.3 11.9 11.9 0.38 0.59 0.45
Duration of lying bouts (h/bout) 1.1 1.2 1.2 0.03 4.83 0.04
Lying time (h/24 h) 12.3 13.0 13.0 0.21 5.47 0.02
Standing Behavior
Front hooves in stall (min/24 h) 85 66 58 7.0 7.26 0.01
Four hooves in stall (min/24 h) 53 50 68 5.8 3.68 0.06
Total standing (min/24 h) 138 116 126 8.0 0.96 0.33
Milk Production
Amount of milk (kg/24 h) 47.0 45.8 46.2 0.77 0.25 0.62
Weight of fecal material (kg per pen/ 24 h); n=3 22.5 33.3 53.9 +1.13/

-0.89
26.6 0.04
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Figure 4.1. Design of freestall partition used in Experiments 1 and 2.
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Figure 4.2. Mean time spent standing with the front two hooves in the stall (min/24 h ± least-

square S.E.) are shown in relation to total stall area (m2) in each of the four stalls in Experiment 1

(n = 15). Each stall is labeled as its designation in the 2x2 design (e.g. NS indicates Narrow

Short or 112 x 229 cm).
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CHAPTER 5: Neck rail placement: effect on freestall preference, usage, and
cleanliness

C.B. Tucker, D.M. Weary, and D. Fraser

INTRODUCTION

A hallmark of good housing design for animals is that the design features make the system easier

for the animals to use. However, in some cases housing features are designed to prevent certain

types of use by the animals, such as defecating in areas intended for lying or eating. Freestalls

commonly have a bar positioned above the stall partitions. This ‘neck rail’ is designed to help

maintain a clean lying surface, by allowing dairy cattle to enter the stall, but forcing them to back

out of the freestall while defecating or urinating. However, we are aware of little or no research

on the effect of neck rails on dairy cattle behavior or freestall cleanliness.

Electric cow-trainers (ECTs) are commonly used in tie stalls and are designed to serve a similar

function to the neck rail in the freestall. The effectiveness of ECTs has been studied, and this

research may provide some useful insights into the potential benefits of the neck rail. For

example, Bergsten and Pettersson (1992) showed that use of ECTs resulted in cleaner stalls,

cleaner cows, and a lower incidence of heel-horn erosion in the hind hooves. While the reduction

in the incidence of heel erosion is desirable, it is unclear that cleaner stalls provide udder health

benefits as commonly assumed. Feces and urine contamination are thought to play an important

role in bacterial growth in dairy bedding (Carroll and Jasper, 1978; Zehner et al., 1986).

However, Bakken (1982) reported a higher risk of mastitis on farms using ECTs, despite that

these farms likely had cleaner stalls. In addition, Oltenacu and others (1998), also found that the

incidence of mastitis did not differ among farms prior to the installation of ECTs, but was higher

on the half of the farms that had subsequently installed ECTs.
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Although this research on ECTs is informative, the electric current used in ECTs may affect

behavior and health very differently than the neck rail. To our knowledge, the scientific literature

to date contains no information on of the effects of neck rail placement (including the height of

the neck rail above the base of the stall and its distance from the curb) on dairy cattle use of the

stall for lying and standing and stall cleanliness. Anecdotally, it is thought that lower neck rails

or those closer to the entrance of the stall (or the curb) are more likely to encourage animals to

back out of the freestall when defecating or urinating. However, in addition to the ideal outcome

(that animals use the stalls freely, but back out before defecating or urinating), neck rail

installation may result in one of three problems. (1) In some instances neck rail placement may

actually discourage cattle from entering and using the stall for lying and standing. These unused

stalls will stay clean, but can hardly be considered an instance of appropriate design. Indeed,

Gaworski et al. (2003) reported a positive relationship between time spent standing and lying in

the stall and the amount of fecal material in the freestall (R2=0.30), indicating that one way the

neck rail may keep the stall clean is by preventing the cattle from using the stall. (2) In other

cases, the neck rail may allow animals to enter the stall and lie down, but will not allow them to

stand fully in the stall. These stalls may remain cleaner (as long as little defecation or urination

occurs while the animal is lying), but may disadvantage cattle if standing in the stall is an

important behavior. For example, standing in the stall (i.e. a non-concrete surface) may be

important for hoof health, as concrete has been linked to hoof-related diseases (e.g. Bergsten,

1994). (3) Finally, it is also possible that neck rails may be placed in such a way that they have

no effect on behavior and provide no improvement in stall cleanliness.
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The objective of the three experiments described in this paper was to assess the impact of neck

rail placement or presence on dairy cattle behavior, specifically stall usage, preference, and

eliminative behavior. Time spent in the stall is an important response variable because it

provides information about how comfortable cows find a given stall design (see Haley et al.,

2000). Preference tests can provide insight into aspects of housing design perceived to be

important to dairy cattle. Together, the combination of information about changes in stall usage

and preferences can provide a more comprehensive evaluation the impact of neck rail placement

on dairy cattle. The first experiment evaluated how neck rail height and distance from the curb

affected cow preference and stall usage. The second experiment examined only the effect neck

rail distance from the curb on stall usage. The third experiment examined the effect of neck rail

presence on eliminative behavior and stall cleanliness. The dimensions tested in these

experiments represented the range seen in the industry, with recommendations for neck rail

height ranging from 94 to 127 cm and distance from the curb ranging from 152 to 196 cm

(Gaworski et al., 2003).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experiment 1: Effect of neck-rail height and location on freestall preference and usage

Ten Holstein non-pregnant and non-lactating cows were used as subjects. All cows had been

housed previously in freestalls with neck rails ranging from 113 cm to 126 cm above the base of

the stall. Each cow was housed individually in a test pen containing a feed trough, a waterer,

alley space, and a row of four freestalls, all accessible from the alley. All flooring outside the

freestall area was concrete. Cows had access only to these four stalls; all others in the facility

were blocked off. Each stall was fitted with a rubber-filled geotextile mattress (Pasture Mat® of

Promat Ltd.) and bedded with 2-3 cm of sawdust. Stalls measured 121 cm wide, 272 cm long,
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with an 10 cm brisket board (PolyPillow® of Promat Ltd.) 227 cm from the curb. The sawdust

used for the bedding was green hemlock sawdust (not wood chips) with an average particle size

of approximately 7 mm by 2 mm. Feces were removed and bedding leveled (adding bedding if

necessary) each day during the morning and afternoon feedings (8:00 and 15:00). The animals

were fed grass hay to ad libitum intake.

Trios of animals were tested simultaneously in three identical test pens, in the same barn. In each

test pen, each of the four stalls was equipped with one of four neck rail heights: 0 (neck rail

absent), 102 cm (40 in), 114 cm (45 in), or 127 cm (50 in). Treatments were presented to the

cows in a split-block design, blocked by distance of the neck rail from the curb, either 180 cm

(72 in, n=4) or 160 cm (63 in, n= 6). Treatments were balanced and allocated randomly without

replacement to the four positions in each pen. For each animal, treatments were assigned

randomly to the four positions in a pen.

Each test consisted of three stages. During the first or adjustment phase, cows had free access to

all four stalls for 7 days. During the second or restriction phase, cows were allowed access to

only a single stall at a time, each for a 2-day period, with the order of access assigned randomly

without replacement. During the final or free-choice phase, cows were again allowed free access

to all four stalls for 3 days.

The behavior of the cows was video recorded during the last 24 h of each of the four treatments

in the restriction phase and of the free-choice phase for a total of 5 days of recording for each

cow. Each pen was recorded at three frames per second using a Panasonic AG-6720 VHS time-
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lapse video cassette recorder, a Panasonic WJ-FS 10 digital-frame switcher, and three Panasonic

WV-BP330 CCTV cameras. These recordings were watched continuously and the time spent in

the following behaviors was measured: 1) lying in the stall, 2) standing with the front two hooves

in the stall, 3) standing with four hooves in the stall and 4) the number of lying events. Mean

lying bout duration was calculated for each cow in each 24-h period by dividing the total lying

time by the number of lying events. Lying events outside the stall were not recorded.

Statistical Analysis

The information from the restriction phase was used to address two questions: 1) how does the

distance of the neck rail from the curb affect stall usage, and 2) how does stall usage change as

the neck rail is raised and removed? To answer the first question, a general linear model (GLM)

was used to analyze differences between the two distances from the curb, as well as any

interactions with the three neck rail heights tested, in time spent lying, standing with two or four

hooves in the stall, the number of lying events, and average bout duration. The model statement

included a term for distance from the curb (1 df), cow (8 df), order of exposure to each treatment

(3 df), linear and quadratic terms for neck rail height (1 df each), and two terms for the

interaction between neck rail height (both linear and quadratic) and distance from the curb (1 df

each). The interaction terms were tested against the residual error from the model described

above (24 df). The effect of distance was tested against the mean square for cows (8 df), as this

was a between-subject test. To answer the second question, Page’s test was used to test for a

linear trend in the behavior in the stall with the four ordered levels of neck rail tested (102, 114,

127, and none; for a description of Page’s test, see Hollander and Wolfe, 1973). Distance from

the curb was excluded because neither it nor its interaction was significant in the first analysis.

Analysis by ranks was admittedly conservative, but unknown value of the ‘none’ treatment four
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treatments tested required the use of non-parametric statistics. Preference during the free-choice

phase was calculated separately for lying time and standing time in each stall; these data were

compared using Page’s test for ordered alternatives.

Experiment 2: Effect of neck-rail location on stall usage

Twenty-four lactating Holstein cattle were divided into two equal groups, balanced for lactation

number (mean ± S.D.; 2.9 ± 1.2) and days in milk (135 ± 23). All animals were housed in one of

two pens, each of which contained twelve stalls, at the University of British Columbia’s Dairy

Research and Education Centre in Agassiz, British Columbia. Stalls were bedded with 5-12 cm

of washed sand over a geotextile mattress base (PackMat® of Promat Ltd.) and measured 118

cm wide, with 10 cm brisket boards (PolyPillow® of Promat Ltd.) set 227 cm from the curb.

Neck rails were 126 cm high, as measured from the base of the stall. In a given pen, the twelve

stalls were configured in three rows. Two rows faced one another, were open at the front (‘head-

to-head’) and had a bed length of 240 cm. The back row of stalls faced a cement wall, so these

stalls were 30 cm longer to allow more space for the cow to lunge forward when getting up and

lying down. Cows were fed a total mixed ration (TMR) and milked twice a day at approximately

5:00 and 14:00. Bedding was leveled to the curb and stalls cleaned during both milking periods.

All flooring outside the freestall area was grooved concrete.

Neck rails were positioned either 152 cm or 170 cm from the curb in a crossover design, with the

two groups balanced for order of exposure to the two treatments. All neck rails within a pen were

placed at one location for a 1-week period and then switched to the other location for the second

week. Each group of cows remained in the same pen for the entire experiment. Neck rail distance

was measured from the inside of the curb to the front of the neck rail.
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The cows were videotaped using two video cameras (Panasonic WV-BP330) per pen, a time-

lapse videocassette recorder (Panasonic AG-6540) and a video multiplexer (Panasonic WJ-FS

216). Two red lights (100 W, < 5 lx) were suspended over each pen to facilitate recording during

the dark period. Observations began 3 days after treatment was applied and lasted 24 h.

Observations were suspended while cows were absent from the pens during milking. These

recordings were watched continuously and the same dependent variables were measured as

described in Experiment 1. Individual animals were used as the observational unit and identified

with markings made with Clairol’s Nice and Easy # 122, Natural Black, or Clairol’s L’image

Maxiblonde, depending on hair color on the back.

Statistical Analysis

To test the effect of neck rail distance from the curb, individual animals served as the

observational unit as each animal was tested under each condition (cross-over design). The effect

of neck rail location was tested with a GLM that included terms for animal (23 df), order of

exposure to each treatment (1 df), and treatment (1 df), and tested the effects of order and

treatment against the residual error (22 df).

Experiment 3: Effect of neck-rail presence on stall cleanliness

Fourteen lactating Holstein primiparous cattle were housed in a single group in a single pen with

fourteen stalls (seven facing the north wall and seven facing south wall with an alley between).

Stalls were fitted with geotextile mattresses (Pasture Mat® of Promat Ltd.), measured 126 cm

wide by 272 cm long, and had an 10 cm brisket board (PolyPillow® of Promat Ltd.) 227 cm

from the curb. All flooring outside the freestall area was concrete. Animals were fed a total

mixed ration (TMR) and milked twice a day at approximately 5:00 and 14:00. Stalls were
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cleaned and a small amount of sawdust bedding was added to the stalls during both milking

periods.

In a switchback design consisting of three stages, animals were monitored with or without a neck

rail placed 124.5 cm high and 160 cm from the curb. The neck rail was present in the first and

third stage and removed in between. Each stage lasted 3 days. A single Panasonic WV-BP330

CCTV camera and a Panasonic AG-6720 VHS time lapse video cassette recorder, were used to

record elimination events performed by each animal. Recordings were watched continuously to

score the posture of the animal and the location of feces or urine. Postures during elimination

included 1) lying in the stall, 2) standing with front two hooves in the stall, 3) standing with four

hooves in the stall and, 4) standing with four hooves in the alley. If any of the fecal material or

urine contacted the mattress, it was categorized as soiling the stall. Otherwise it was recorded as

falling in the alley.

Statistical Analysis

This comparison was intended as a case study, and the data are not suitable for inferential

statistical analysis. The values from the two stages with the neck rail were averaged, as they did

not appear to differ.

RESULTS

Experiment 1: Effect of neck-rail height and location on freestall preference and usage

During the restriction phase, animals spent the least time standing with all four hooves in the

stall with the lowest (102 cm) rail, (mean of 22 min), and the most in the stall with no neck rail,

(mean of 83 min; Table 5.1; P < 0.001). The total amount of time standing in freestalls was also

higher as the neck rail was raised and removed (P < 0.01). Time spent lying in the stall, number
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of lying events, average duration of lying bouts, and standing with two hooves in the stall did not

differ among the four neck rail positions tested (P > 0.05). There was no effect of neck rail

distance from the curb or interaction between the three neck rail heights tested and distance from

the curb for any response variable (P > 0.3).

Overall, animals showed no clear preference for certain stalls in the free-choice phase, based on

either time spent lying or standing with all four hooves in the stall (Table 5.2; Page’s test

statistic, L ≥ 244; P > 0.05). Two animals ranked the stall with the 102-cm neck rail as their first

choice, five animals chose 114 cm, two chose 127 cm, and one chose the stall with no neck rail

based on either time spent lying or standing with all four hooves in the stall. The amount of time

animals spent lying on their first choice ranged from 52%-100%.

Experiment 2: Effect of neck-rail distance on stall usage

None of the measures of lying behavior differed between the two neck rail locations (Table 5.3;

P ≥ 0.1). The total time spent standing in the stall also did not differ between treatments (P =

0.74), but the distance of the neck rail from the curb changed the type of standing performed in

the stall. Animals spent 15 min more per day standing with four hooves in the stall, and 17 min

less standing with two hooves in the stall when the neck rail was 170 cm from the curb,

compared to 152 cm (P < 0.04).

Experiment 3: Effect of neck-rail presence on stall cleanliness

There was no apparent difference between the two stages when the neck rail was present for any

of the response variables (Table 5.4), and the average value for the two stages is presented

throughout (Table 5.5). The number of times the animals defecated while in the stall was similar

when the neck rail was present and absent (Table 5.5). However, the presence of the neck did
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affect where the fecal material landed: fecal matter was more likely to contact the stall surface

when the neck rail was absent (7.6/72 h) than when it was present (4.9/72 h). There was no clear

difference in the number of defecation events occurring while lying down, but feces were more

than twice as likely to contact the stall surface when animals stood with all four hooves in a stall

without a neck rail than with a neck rail. There was no clear difference in the number of

urination events that contacted the stall surface associated with the presence of the neck rail.

DISCUSSION

Experiments 1 and 2 showed that neck rail placement can affect standing in the freestall. When

the neck rail was lower (Experiment 1) or closer to the curb (Experiment 2), animals spent less

time standing with all four hooves in the stall. Experiment 1 was designed primarily to test neck

rail height, and provided only a weak between-subject test of location relative to the curb. Thus it

is not surprising that an effect of distance from the curb was detected only in Experiment 2

which used a more powerful within-cow design.

Both experiments demonstrated that when the neck rail was less of a barrier (either higher/

removed or farther from the curb), animals spent more time standing in the stall. Animals may

choose to spend time standing in the stall because of the comfort of the stall surface compared to

the concrete flooring outside the stall. There has been little work on the comfort of standing

surfaces for dairy cattle. One recent experiment compared flooring surfaces outside the stall, and

found that cows spent more time standing with four hooves in the stall when housed on slatted

concrete floors, compared to solid, grooved concrete (Stefanowska et al., 2001). Indeed, slatted

floors likely provide less surface area of support for the hoof, and this difference may affect the

comfort of the standing surface. In addition to differences in comfort, solid concrete flooring is
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known to cause hoof injuries. For example, Frankena et al. (1992) found that housing animals on

straw flooring reduced the risk of claw lesions compared to concrete. Furthermore, standing

entirely in the stall reduces contact with slurry in the alley, and this reduced exposure to moisture

is associated with a lower incidence of hoof injuries (Fitzgerald et al., 2000) and higher sole dry

matter content (Bergsten and Pettersson, 1992).

Although standing behavior was affected by neck rail position when animals were restricted to a

single design, the animals did not show any clear preference for stalls when they could choose

among alternative designs. It is possible that cattle have little ability to choose stalls based on

neck rail height (Fraser et al., 1993). Dairy cattle are descendents of open forest/meadow-

dwelling animals, and may not have evolved the capacity to use overhead spatial constraints in

selecting bedding sites, but this idea is difficult to evaluate. Alternatively, perhaps the animals

were sufficiently focused on the assessment of the suitability of the lying surface that they did

not take notice of the overhead spatial constraints. Indeed, dairy cattle are thought to spend time

assessing lying space before lying down, namely by swinging their head from side to side with

the nose/head close to the ground (e.g. Krohn and Munksgaard, 1993). Regardless of the reason,

the animals do not change their choices based on these dimensions, which may indicate that all

options were acceptable.

Not surprisingly, because cattle have no contact with the neck rail while recumbent, placement

did not affect the time spent lying. Just as neck rail position or presence did not affect lying time,

stall soiling while lying did not appear to be affected by the presence of a neck rail. Experiment 3

indicated that the presence of the neck rail may change elimination behavior, but defecation and
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urination were affected differently. When the neck rail was absent fecal material contacted the

stall surface 55% more often (7.6 vs 4.9/72 h) than when the neck rail was present. This change

was driven by a two-fold increase in the number of defecation events that soiled the stall when

the heifers were standing with all four hooves in the stall. The change in posture and stall soiling

are consistent with the findings in Experiment 1 and 2 in that the neck rail reduces the amount of

time spent standing with all four hooves in the stall. In contrast, the neck rail did not alter the

position (lying, standing with two or four hooves in the stall) adopted for urinating. In fact,

contrary to the expectations, there were slightly more urination events when the neck rail was

present, although there was no difference in the number of events that contacted the stall surface.

Perhaps other subtle differences in urination and defecation behavior could explain the divergent

responses to the treatment (see Aland et al. 2002 for a discussion of eliminative behavior).

In conclusion, the neck rail placement, within the range of measurements tested, influenced

standing behavior performed in the stall. Cows spent more time standing with all four hooves in

the stall with higher neck rails or no neck rail at all and when the neck rail was moved from 152

cm to 170 cm from the entrance to the stall. In addition, the number of defecation events that

resulted in stall soiling was higher when the neck rail was absent.
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Table 5.1. Lying and standing behavior (mean and least-square S.E.) in freestalls with neck rails

or three heights or no neck rail at all (absent) in the restriction phase of Experiment 1 (n = 10). P

values and L statistics (Page’s test for ordered alternatives ) are reported for linear trend of

ordered treatments (102 < 114 < 127 < absent).

Neck rail height
102 cm 114 cm 127 cm absent LS S.E. L P <

Lying Behavior
Lying events (number/24 h) 8.8 7.7 9.7 9.7 0.47 265 NS
Duration of lying bouts (h/bout) 1.8 2.0 1.7 1.6 0.10 235 NS
Lying time (h/24 h) 14.8 13.9 14.3 13.7 0.42 238 NS
Standing Behavior
Front hooves in stall (min/24 h) 26 27 26 40 14.59 245 NS
Four hooves in stall (min/24 h) 22 21 40 83 16.77 283 0.001
Total standing (min/24 h) 48 48 66 123 16.54 275 0.01
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Table 5.2. Duration of lying (h/24 h) and standing with four hooves in the stall (min/24 h) for the

four neck rail positions during the free-choice phase, for each of the ten animals in Experiment 1.

Neck rail height (cm)
Animal Distance from curb (cm) 102 114 127 none

Lying (h)
1 160 0.0 0.0 14.9* 0.0
2 160 0.0 14.4* 0.0 0.0
3 160 0.0 16.0* 0.0 0.0
4 160 8.1* 0.0 1.7 4.6
5 160 0.0 0.0 8.0* 0.0
6 160 0.0 4.4 0.0 10.0*
7 180 7.2 8.1* 0.0 0.0
8 180 0.0 9.7* 0.0 4.0
9 180 0.0 12.3* 0.0 0.0
10 180 6.2* 5.7 0.0 0.0

median 0.0 6.9 0.0 0.0
Standing with four hooves in the stall (min)

1 160 0 0 19* 0
2 160 0 9* 0 0
3 160 0 22* 0 0
4 160 10* 0 3 14
5 160 0 0 94* 0
6 160 0 1 0 11*
7 180 4 8* 0 0
8 180 0 13* 0 6
9 180 5 36* 0 0
10 180 3* 6 0 0

median 0 7 0 0
* The stall ranked first based on lying time.
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Table 5.3. Lying and standing behavior (mean and least-square S.E.) of twenty-four animals in

Experiment 2. Animals were observed at two neck rail positions: 152 and 170 cm from the curb.

Neck rail distance from curb (cm)
152 170 LS S.E. F P

Lying Behavior
Lying events (number/24 h) 10.3 11.1 0.33 2.93 0.10
Duration of lying bouts (h/bout) 1.2 1.2 0.04 0.73 0.40
Lying time (h/24 h) 12.0 12.2 0.24 0.12 0.74
Standing Behavior
Front hooves in the stall (min/24 h) 111 93 5.5 5.08 0.03
Four hooves in the stall(min/24 h) 8 22 4.5 5.04 0.03
Total standing (min/24 h) 118 115 7.0 0.11 0.74
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Table 5.4. Number of defecation and urination events per 72 h (mean and least-square S.E.) in

Experiment 3, for fourteen animals in stalls with neck rails, in Stages 1 and 3. Presented

separately are the total number of defecation and urination events while the animals were in the

stall, and the number of these events that contacted the stall surface.

Neck rail present
Stage 1 Stage 3 LS S.E.

Events occurring while heifers were in the stall
Defecation
Defecations while in the stall 10.4 11.0 0.81

Defecations that contact the stall surface while:
Standing with front hooves in the stall 0.0 0.0 -
Standing with four hooves in the stall 1.8 1.5 0.24
Lying in the stall 3.4 3.1 0.35
Total (sum of three postures) 5.1 4.6 0.44

Urination
Urinations while in the stall 9.1 10.8 0.77

Urinations that contact the stall surface while:
Standing with front hooves in the stall 0.0 0.0 -
Standing with four hooves in the stall 1.9 2.3 0.33
Lying in the stall 0.0 0.0 -
Total (sum of three postures) 1.9 2.3 0.33
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Table 5.5. Number of defecation and urination events per 72 h (mean and least-square S.E.) in

Experiment 3, for fourteen animals in stalls with (mean of Stage 1 and 3) and without neck rails.

Presented separately are the total number of defecation and urination events while the animals

were in the stall, and the number of these events that contacted the stall surface.

Neck rail
Present Absent LS S.E.

Events occurring while heifers were in the stall
Defecation
Defecations while in the stall 10.7 11.3 0.76

Defecations that contact the stall surface while:
Standing with front hooves in the stall 0.0 0.0 -
Standing with four hooves in the stall 1.6 3.9 0.57
Lying in the stall 3.3 3.7 0.29
Total (sum of three postures) 4.9 7.6 0.72

Urination
Urinations while in the stall 9.9 8.6 0.48

Urinations that contact the stall surface while:
Standing with front hooves in the stall 0.0 0.0 -
Standing with four hooves in the stall 2.1 3.2 0.50
Lying in the stall 0.0 0.1 0.05
Total (sum of three postures) 2.1 3.3 0.50
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CHAPTER 6: General Discussion

My overall objective was to assess the implications of different freestall designs for the behavior

and practical management of dairy cattle. I had four specific objectives: 1) to assess dairy cattle

preferences for freestall surfaces and geometry, 2) to assess how behavior changes when the

animals have access to a single housing option, 3) to understand the relationship between these

measures, 4) to measure variables with practical implications for farmers such as milk production

and freestall cleanliness.

6.1 Preferences for stall surfaces and configuration

Dairy cattle demonstrated clear preferences for freestall surfaces: sawdust and sand were

preferred to mattresses with 2-3 cm of sawdust in Chapter 2, and mattresses bedded with 7.5 kg

of sawdust bedding were chosen over those with only 1 or 0 kg of sawdust bedding in Chapter 3.

Although the range of time spent lying on the first choice was between 52 and 100%, 28 of the

35 animals tested spent more than 90% of their time in stalls rated as the first choice after short-

term exposure to each option in the restriction phase.

As discussed in both Chapters 2 and 3, there are several trends in previous work on dairy cattle

preferences for stall surfaces. Cows tend to prefer lying on mattresses rather than concrete

(Herlin, 1997; O’Connell and Meaney, 1997) and solid rubber mats tend to be preferred to

concrete, but are chosen less than mattresses (Herlin, 1997; Natzke et al., 1982). The results from

Chapter 3, in which the mattresses bedded with 7.5 kg of sawdust were unanimously preferred to

stalls with either 1 or 0 kg, were consistent with other work demonstrating that cows prefer

heavily-bedded concrete stalls to lightly-bedded mats (Jensen et al., 1988; Manninen et al.,
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2002). In addition, in Chapter 2, cows chose deep-bedded stalls (sawdust or sand) over

mattresses. These results are consistent with two other papers addressing the issue of deep-

bedded lying surfaces, compared with other bases like concrete, mats or wood (Lowe et al.,

2001; Muller and Botha, 1997). The resilience of the surface may be a major factor influencing

the choice of lying surfaces. However, other correlated factors (e.g. thermal

insulation/conductance) could also be involved. Indeed, Manninen et al. (2002) found that cows

avoided deep-bedded sand stalls, and preferred either straw-covered concrete or rubber mats

instead, in both winter and summer. This discrepancy between Manninen et al. (2002) and the

results from Chapter 2 might be due to specific features of sand or the extent of previous

exposure to the different stall substrates.

In contrast to the preferences shown for stall surfaces, dairy cattle did not exhibit clear

preferences for the freestall configurations tested in Chapters 4 and 5. In Chapter 4, Experiment

1, there was a slight trend for the animals to prefer wide stalls, but this preference disappeared

after short-term exposure to each option. Likewise, in Chapter 5, Experiment 1, the animals

showed no clear preference for neck rail placement. Perhaps the animals were sufficiently

focused on assessing the suitability of the lying surface that they did not take notice of these

spatial constraints, or perhaps they do not change their choices based on these dimensions.

Indeed, dairy cattle often swing the head from side to side with the nose close to the ground

immediately before lying down. Other authors have interpreted this behavior as ‘assessment’ of

the lying area, and during the performance of head-swinging dairy cattle appear focussed on the

lying surfaces, rather than what is above it. Previous work has shown that cattle spend more time

engaged in this characteristic head-swinging behavior when entering a lying area without
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bedding than a bedded area (e.g. Müller et al., 1989), and are twice as likely to interrupt the head

swinging behavior when the animals were housed in deep-bedded or tie stall systems compared

to pasture (e.g. Krohn and Munksgaard, 1993; Ladewig and Smidt, 1989).

Although the cattle in these studies did not exhibit clear preferences for the stall sizes or neck rail

placements, the results are limited to the options presented. The relative nature of preference

tests raises several issues. Firstly, was the range of choices sufficient, or were animals asked to

choose the lesser of two evils? It seems unlikely that all the options presented were severely

lacking, given that lying and standing times performed during the restriction phases were within

the range reported for animals on pasture and in open pens (see Table 1.1). However, the

dimensions tested were within the recommendations given to the industry, and this kept the

range relatively narrow. A more useful approach might have been to follow Phillips et al. (1988).

They tested different ramp designs by first offering a wide range of options for a single variable

(e.g. illumination, width) to see if the animals had any preference for that factor. These

experiments were followed by more specific comparisons to identify the most preferred

combinations. A second approach that might have proved useful is motivational testing. This

technique involves asking what the animal is willing to pay (e.g. energy expenditure, lost

foraging opportunities, etc.) to gain access to a specific resource (e.g. a specific freestall design).

In this thesis, all preference tests were ‘costless.’ Future experiments could require cattle to pay a

‘fee’ in order to gain access to a given freestall configuration or surface. For example, it may be

possible to ask dairy cattle to push a weighted door to gain access to a freestall. Indeed, in some

instances a few cattle were able to temporarily break down the wooden barriers in front of

preferred stalls. In a recent experiment, Mason et al. (2001) monitored the amount of weight that
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mink were willing to push in order to gain access to a variety of resources. They found that mink

would push 1.25 kg (the maximum weight used, or ‘reservation price’) to gain access to water,

but that 0.84 kg was the maximum weight mink would push to gain access to an empty cage.

This type of experimental design provides the researcher with a quantitative response that can be

compared among resources.

In addition, this ‘fee-based’ approach could also help address a second problem in my

experimental design. In all the preference tests used in this thesis, cattle were asked to choose

between three or four options. For example, when I compared the amount of sawdust bedding

(Chapter 3), I offered the animals three choices: 0, 1, and 7.5 kg of sawdust. This design allowed

me to conclude that the 7.5 kg option was preferred, but does not allow any conclusions about

the 1 versus 0 kg treatments. I see two options to address this problem. I could have charged a

‘fee’ to gain access to each option and compared the price the animals were willing to pay for

each option, when presented alone. Alternatively, I could have continued to use ‘costless’

preference tests, but present each option in a pair-wise manner. This would have allowed me to

describe the relative ranking of each level of sawdust bedding. Finally, future work could focus

on the factors underlying the animals’ preferences. Specifically, future research could investigate

which physical properties of lying surfaces are important to dairy cattle, rather than testing

options that are specific to one region. For example, we could compare freestall surfaces that

differ in only one physical property (e.g. compressibility, thermal conductance, coefficient of

friction), rather than using materials like sawdust, where resilience is likely correlated with

thermal insulation. This approach would allow the results to be useful to a broader range of

farmers, regardless of the bedding types available in their region.
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6.2 Changes in behavior associated with freestall surfaces and configuration

Although dairy cattle showed no consistent preferences for freestall geometry and consistent

preferences for lying surfaces, both of these features influenced the behavior of the animals when

only one option was available.

6.2.1 Lying behavior in the freestall

Dairy cattle have physical contact with both the freestall surface and partitions while recumbent

and both lying surface and stall width affect lying behavior. Dairy cattle normally have no

contact with the neck rail while lying down, and the placement of this feature had no consistent

effect on lying behavior.

Both stall surface and stall width influenced the amount of time animals spent lying down.

Changes in lying time can come about by changes in the number of lying events, or the length of

the lying bouts, or some combination of both variables. As described below, stall surfaces and

size affected number of lying events and average duration of lying bouts differently.

6.2.1.1 Stall surface

With the exception of one experiment (Haley et al., 2001), freestall surface affected lying time

by altering the number of lying events, but had no appreciable effect on bout duration (Table

6.1). It has been suggested that fewer lying events may reflect discomfort associated with

changing positions between lying and standing or vice versa; more lying events were observed in

stalls with softer surfaces that allow the knees to sink into the flooring material (Dumelow,

1995). However, in Chapter 2, both average lying times and number of lying events were lower
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on either sand (Experiment 1) or mattresses (Experiment 2) compared to the preferred sawdust or

sawdust/sand stall surfaces, respectively. These results, particularly fewer lying events on the

sand surface, refute the idea that surface resilience is the major factor. However, more

information is needed about the physical characteristics of such surfaces, perhaps tested in the

manner that Tierney and Thomson (2003) describe. In Chapter 3, animals averaged 2.1 h less

time lying down and 2.4 fewer lying events when there was no sawdust bedding on the geotextile

mattress compared to when the mattress was bedded with 7.5 kg of sawdust. In both Chapters 2

and 3, there was no difference in the average duration of lying bouts between the stall surfaces

tested. This pattern is similar to those reported by Manninen et al. (2002).

The experiment conducted by Haley et al. (2001) compared tie stalls with either concrete or

mattress surfaces and has been the only study to find a significant effect of surface on average

bout duration (1.3 h on concrete and 1.0 h on mattresses). Haley et al. (2001) interpreted the

combination of fewer and longer lying bouts as symptoms of discomfort associated with

changing position on concrete compared to geotextile mattresses in tie stalls; on concrete

surfaces cows lay down less often, and stayed lying for longer periods. However, in the other

seven experiments on lying surfaces described in Table 6.1 there were no statistical differences

in the average duration of lying bouts, indicating that the cattle were not lengthening lying bouts

to avoid the discomfort of changing position. This pattern, along with the average bout duration

described across experiments in Table 1.1, indicate that average bout length is fairly stable.

The stability of bout length raises the interesting question: why do most animals lie down for

approximately one hour at a time? Several authors have attempted to answer this question by
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comparing the behavior of animals at different ages, stage of lactation, and in new social groups.

Chaplin and Munksgaard (2001) found higher maximum bout duration associated with the stage

of lactation (early lactation:1.7 h, late lactation:2.3 h, dry:3.1 h), but no differences among

lactation number (1, 2, or 3). It is unclear which factors underlie these findings; perhaps the size

of the udder influences discomfort while lying. Interestingly, although Dechamps et al. (1989)

did not detect differences in average bout duration between pre- and post-calving periods, they

reported that bouts were more likely to last more than 1 h after calving. Finally, Hasegawa et al.

(1997) found that when heifers were introduced into a new social group, they performed fewer

lying bouts longer than 15 minutes in duration than prior to mixing. These studies have begun to

provide some insight into factors that may influence bout length (e.g. metabolic demands of

lactation; social factors). To more fully understand what drives bout duration, future work could

begin by examining the sequence of events before and after rising. For example, after rising,

does the animal go to the feed bunk? Alternatively, is the animal disturbed by a conspecific

before rising? This type of descriptive work could provide insight into bout duration and form

the basis for future research.

6.2.1.2 Stall size

Although a series of experiments have assessed the effects of stall surface on lying behavior,

only the two experiments described in Chapter 4 allow us to evaluate the effects of freestall size.

Before conducting the experiments in Chapter 4, it was unclear how stall size would affect lying

behavior. It seemed possible that it would be more difficult for animals to change position in

smaller stalls, which could have resulted in fewer lying events. However, in these experiments

total lying times were higher in wider stalls due to longer lying bouts, possibly because of less
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contact with stall partitions in wider stalls. There was no difference in the number of lying events

in the treatments tested. These results suggest that wider stalls affect comfort while in a

recumbent position, but not the comfort associated with changing positions between lying and

standing.

Finally, there are two experiments presented in Table 6.1 in which the effects of the lying surface

and housing system were purposely confounded. These experiments found that animals spent

more time lying down in tie stalls with rubber mats than open pens with slatted concrete floor

(Munksgaard and Simonsen, 1995) and more time lying in pens with geotextile mattresses than

in tie stalls with concrete floors (Haley et al., 2000). In both cases, the animals spent more time

lying on the softer surface regardless of whether it was presented in the more restrictive space

(Munksgaard and Simonsen, 1995) or the less restrictive space (Haley et al., 2000).  This

indicates that lying surface was more important for lying time than the degree of physical

enclosure. However, the tie stalls used in the Haley et al. (2000) comparison measured 130 cm,

similar to the widest option tested in this thesis. Munksgaard and Simonsen (1995) did not

specify the size of the tie stall used. In addition, although I often discuss tie-stall research

together with findings from research in freestalls, there are no published studies comparing these

two systems and controlling for stall surface. However, it is thought that tethering may affect the

animals’ behavior, particularly when adapting to tie stalls (e.g. Ladewig and Smidt, 1989).

6.2.1.3 Preferences and lying behavior

The way lying behavior responds to treatment likely relates to preferences for that option. Cattle

can evaluate the lying surface while standing on it, and it is thought that they do this by swinging
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their head from side to side with the nose close to the ground (e.g. Müller et al., 1989). In

general, there is a trend in the literature for dairy cattle to spend less time performing head-

swinging behavior on surfaces where cattle have more lying events and higher total lying times

(e.g. surfaces with more bedding; e.g. Müller et al., 1989). Cattle also show preferences for such

stall surfaces. In contrast, cattle may not be able to evaluate the discomfort associated with

narrow stalls until already lying down, which might explain why stall size affects the length of

the lying bouts and total lying time, but not preferences (a decision that is made while cattle are

still standing).

6.2.2 Standing behavior

In addition to lying in the freestall, dairy cattle also use the stall for standing, and the amount of

time spent standing in the stall also varied with the stall surfaces and configurations tested. In

both experiments in Chapter 2, cattle spent more total time standing on mattresses than on sand

or sawdust, but there was no effect of treatment on the type of standing (either with only front

hooves or all four hooves in the stall). The difference in total standing time may be related to the

suitability of the surface for standing. In addition, there were individual differences in the

amount of time spent standing with all four hooves or with only two hooves in the stall.

Stall width, length and neck rail placement all affected the amount time spent standing with front

or four hooves in the stall. For example, in Chapter 4, time spent standing with the front hooves

in the stall was higher in smaller freestalls. This behavior is not well understood. Some authors

have indicated that standing in the stall in this manner may be used to hide from more socially

dominant animals (e.g. Galindo et al., 2000). However, this was clearly not the case in this thesis
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as animals housed individually performed this behavior just as much or more than animals

housed in groups. For example, in Chapter 4, animals in Experiment 1 were individually housed

and animals in Experiment 2 were housed in groups and yet individually housed animals spent

more time standing with the front hooves in the stall. Interestingly, standing with only the front

hooves in the stall might reflect a reluctance to enter the stall. For example, in Chapter 5, when

the neck rail was 152 cm from the entrance to the stall, cattle spent less time standing with all

four hooves in the stall and more time standing with only the front hooves in the lying area than

when the neck rail was 170 cm from the entrance. However, the inverse relationship between

standing with only two hooves and four hooves in the stall was not found in Chapter 5,

Experiment 1 (neck rail height). Further work is required to understand why dairy cattle engage

in this behavior, as there is considerable individual variation in the amount of time cows spend

standing in this posture. Anecdotally, this posture is not seen on pasture; cattle do not seem to

seek out objects 10-20 cm higher than ground level to standing on. Interestingly, the amount of

time spent standing with the front hooves in the stall is positively related to the number of claw

lesions (Colam-Ainsworth et al., 1989; Flower and Weary, 2002; Galindo and Broom, 2000), but

it is not clear if the injuries result in the change in behavior, or vice-versa.

Cattle also spend time standing with all four hooves in the stall. In Experiments 1 and 2 of

Chapter 4 animals tended to spend more time standing with all four hooves in the stall in the

wider stalls. This difference was statistically significant only in the second experiment, perhaps

because the non-lactating animals used in Experiment 1 were probably less affected by hoof

injuries (e.g. Chaplin et al., 2000), and may have been less sensitive to the potential discomfort

of concrete flooring outside the freestall. Neck rail placement influenced this behavior in all
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three experiments in Chapter 5, regardless of lactation status. Cows spent more time standing

with all four hooves in the stall as the neck rail was raised/removed or was moved farther from

the entrance of the stall. These results indicate that the neck rail was acting as a barrier to

standing in the stall.

It seems reasonable that standing entirely in the stall would be desirable for dairy cattle, as the

stall provides a refuge from concrete flooring in the rest of the cow’s environment. Indeed, in a

comparison of sawdust and concrete flooring in front of the feeder, twelve of twelve animals

preferred the sawdust flooring and spent, on average, 69% of their feeding time on this surface

(DeCook et al., 2002). In addition, concrete flooring is thought to worsen the severity, and

increase the prevalence of hoof injuries (Bell and Weary, 2000). Animals spent more time

standing with all four hooves in the stalls that were less restrictive (either wider or neck rail

placed farther from the curb) in both Chapters 4 and 5. These changes provide some insight into

which freestall features influence the amount of time spent standing with all four hooves in the

stall (e.g. neck rail height), but it is unclear if the magnitude of the treatment differences reported

have implications for the well being of the animals.

Indeed, much remains unclear about standing with four hooves in the freestall. This type of

standing may result from discomfort from the flooring outside the freestall, as described above.

Alternatively, standing with four hooves in the stall may indicate a reluctance to lie down. As

with standing with only the front hooves in the stall, the evidence to demonstrate ‘reluctance’ is

limited and somewhat confusing. In Chapter 2, Experiment 1, cattle spent more time standing

with all four hooves in the freestalls bedded with mattresses, but no less time lying down on this
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surface (although it was not preferred). In Chapter 2, Experiment 2, there was no difference in

the amount of time spent standing with all four hooves on the mattress, but animals did spend

less time lying down on this surface compared to sawdust. These conflicting results are not

convincing evidence that the time spent standing with all four hooves in the stall indicates a

reluctance to lie down. Perhaps future work could look at the number of times the lying down

process (beginning with head swinging) was interrupted to assess whether the time spent

standing with four hooves in the stall is related to a reluctance to lie down.

6.2.3 Interpreting treatment differences

It is clear that the freestall surface and configuration affect both lying and standing behavior.

These changes provide insight into how dairy cattle perceive the space provided for these

activities and allow us to draw conclusions about which options are relatively more desirable for

the cattle. However, the biological importance of the treatment effects on time spent lying and

standing in the freestall remains unclear. With the exception of few animals with extremely low

lying times in Chapters 2 and 3, the lying times of most animals, even when they had access only

to relatively undesirable treatments, were well within the range reported in the literature, even

those studies on pasture. In addition, the differences in time spent standing with all four hooves

in the stall ranged from an extra 15 min per 24 h (neck rail location: 152 vs. 170 cm in Chapter 5,

Experiment 2) to an additional 43 min per 24 h (neck rail height: 127 cm vs. none in Chapter 5,

Experiment 1). While these differences in standing times were statistically significant and

provide information about these specific comparisons, the biological importance of these

relatively small differences in standing times and relatively normal lying times (even on the

undesirable options) remains unclear. Indeed, to properly interpret changes in lying and standing
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behavior we need to more fully understand both the health consequences associated with each

behavior, as well as the motivation to perform the behavior.

As stated previously, there are thought to be various physical consequences of reduced lying

time; these include decreased levels of circulating growth hormone (Munksgaard and Løvendahl,

1993) or higher levels of plasma cortisol (Fisher et al., 2002) in animals deprived of the

opportunity to lie down for 14 h (Munksgaard and Løvendahl, 1993) or 17 h (Fisher et al., 2002)

per day. More time spent standing with front hooves in the stall is also associated with physical

consequences including higher prevalence of hoof injuries (Colam-Ainsworth et al., 1989;

Flower and Weary, 2002; Galindo and Broom, 2000). However, by and large, this evidence does

not provide explicit information about the amount of time the animals do spend engaged in the

behavior. For example, Munksgaard and Løvendahl (1993) prevented cattle from lying down for

14 h per day and monitored circulating levels of growth hormone, but they failed to measure the

amount of time cows spent lying down during the remaining 10 h of the day. Although the

authors attribute the differences in circulating levels of growth hormone to deprivation of lying,

the reader has no way of assessing the magnitude of difference in lying times between the two

groups. In addition to understanding the magnitude of the change in lying time required to affect

other physiological parameters, the results of correlation-based research have not been replicated

across studies. For example, Chaplin et al. (2000) report that lame cows spend less time lying

down, while Hassell et al. (1993) report higher lying times for lame cattle than sound ones,

although this particular disagreement may be due to the authors using different definitions of

lameness. In addition to the lack of agreement across studies, little is known about the causal

nature of the relationship between time spent lying and standing and hoof injuries. A more
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comprehensive understanding of how lying and standing times relate to health is needed and

future research should focus on this issue.

In addition, it remains unclear if there is a minimal threshold for lying time and how motivated

cattle are to perform this behavior. Two lines of evidence have attempted to address this issue.

As an example of the first line of evidence, Metz (1985) found even a 3-h deprivation of both

feed and space for lying was sufficient to cause cows to forgo eating in order to lie down.

However, this result is difficult to interpret given the challenges in understanding ruminant

satiety. The use of food as ‘currency’ is problematic in ruminants, like dairy cattle, because

regulation of feed intake is not nearly as straightforward as it is in non-ruminants. In non-

ruminants, regulation of dietary intake has focussed on glucose absorption, subsequent glycemic

rise and stimulation of secretory responses (e.g. insulin;Van Soest, 1983). However, ruminants

do not show a post-feeding rise in glucose levels, as most of the sugar and starch in the diet are

fermented in the rumen to volatile fatty acids. There are several other theories about the control

of feed intake in ruminants including the idea that satiation is controlled by physical limitations,

such as rumen fill (e.g. Van Soest, 1983). Uncertainty about the satiety mechanism in ruminants

means that food is a confusing currency to assess motivation. After 3 h, depending on rumen fill

and other factors, cattle may not be motivated to feed. If this were the case, the choice to lie

down rather feed provides no further information about the importance of lying time to dairy

cattle. Perhaps, in future research, a more informative approach would be to vary the amount of

time required to forage for daily nutritional requirements (over a 24-h period, to minimize

problems with satiety in a shorter time frame) and assess at what point the cattle stop foraging in

order to lie down. A second approach would be to provide more comfortable environment
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outside the freestall and monitor how this affects stall usage. For example, Fregonesi et al.

(2002) found that when cows were given access to rubber flooring in front of the feeder instead

of concrete, cows spent less time lying down in the freestalls. This result indicates that cows may

be using the freestall as a refuge from the concrete flooring elsewhere in the pen. In addition, the

higher lying times when the all flooring is concrete may indicate that some of the behavior is

‘luxury’ lying, or lying time that is not important for the sake of lying, but for other reasons.

Information about a lower threshold for lying time (to prevent health problems) and the

motivation to perform the behavior is essential in order to interpret how various housing systems

influence animal welfare.

In order to fully understanding the health implications of lying and standing times and the

motivation for lying down, there is a third issue that still needs to be addressed. The experiments

conducted in this thesis were relatively short-term and it is unclear if the treatment differences

detected in the thesis would persist over time. There is little known about the time course of

adaptation to housing treatments in dairy cattle, but this information could help us understand

and predict relationships between treatments and health consequences. In Chapter 5, for

example, it remains unclear if the behavioral changes associated with neck rail placement will

persist beyond the few days tested in these experiments. This information would be important to

understand whether neck rail placement (and the changes in standing behavior associated with it)

is likely to influence hoof health. Future work could begin by monitoring behavior from the time

the treatment is imposed, and following animals over several months.
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6.3 Relationship between preference and other measures

The results of this thesis provide an opportunity to explore the relationship between preference

and other measures. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the use of multiple measures of welfare has been

widely advocated, as cases where multiple measures of welfare agree provide a high level of

confidence about the welfare consequences of a given housing feature. To this end, I might

expect three possible scenarios for the measures taken in this thesis. In the first scenario, animals

may exhibit preferences for a given option, but show no corresponding change in behavior when

allowed access to a single option (restriction phase). Preference tests are very sensitive, so in

some situations preference tests may detect differences that are not reflected in other measures.

However, I did not find this scenario with any of the treatments tested in this thesis.

The second possibility is that animals exhibit preferences for a given option, and they react

differently to the preferred and unpreferred options when given only one treatment at a time.

This second scenario is largely borne out by how dairy cattle responsed to lying surfaces. For

example, in experiments testing different lying surfaces (Chapters 2 and 3), dairy cattle clearly

preferred heavily- or deep- bedded stalls, and when they had no choice between treatments, cattle

tended to spend more time lying on well-bedded surfaces. One exception was the response to the

mattress in Chapter 2, Experiment 1: no preference, but time spent lying down was similar to

deep-bedded sawdust). Indeed, other evidence from the literature also indicates that the lying

surface affects behavior and health. Animals tend to spend less time swinging the head from side

to side before lying down on well-bedded surfaces (e.g. Müller et al., 1989) and experience

fewer leg and hoof injuries when they have ample bedding (e.g. Mowbray et al., 2003).
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In the third scenario, animals may not exhibit preferences for a given option, although when

given no choice, behavior may change in response to the treatment. This third scenario is borne

out by how dairy cattle respond to differences in freestall geometry. Cattle did not appear to

show preferences for different freestall sizes or neck-rail placement, within the range tested.

However, when animals had no choice between treatments, cattle spent less time lying in smaller

stalls and more time standing with only the front hooves in the stall and the rear hooves in the

alley. When the neck rail was lowered or moved closer to the curb, the hooves of these animals

had more contact with concrete and moist environment outside the stall increasing the risk of

hoof injuries (e.g. Flower and Weary, 2002). Thus freestall geometry affected the time budgets

of dairy cattle, but they seemed not to choose stalls based on this feature, perhaps because they

were unable to evaluate this aspect of the stall until already lying down or were sufficiently

focussed on evaluation of the stall surface at the time a choice is made. Interestingly, although

behavior changed with freestall geometry, milk production, another measure of biological

function, did not differ with stall width. Perhaps stall width did not affect the energy balance of

the animal (e.g. energy loss or intake- feed intake), and therefore, did not affect milk production,

which is closely tied to feed intake.

In this thesis, I found that both agreement and disagreement between multiple measures had

interpretative value. Cases where preference and other measures agreed provide a high level of

confidence about the welfare consequences of a given housing feature. In addition, cases where

these measures disagree can provide insights into how animals evaluate features in their

environment.
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6.4 Production and management considerations and animal welfare

In addition to understanding how stall design affects standing and lying times, this thesis also

examined several issues relevant to dairy producers such as stall cleanliness and milk production.

In Chapter 4, wider stalls contained more fecal material. In Chapter 5, the presence of the neck

rail influenced elimination behavior. If the neck rail was present, feces were less likely to contact

the stall surface when the animal defecated while standing with all four hooves in the stall. These

results, together with more time spent standing with all four hooves in stalls when neck rails

were placed higher or farther from the curb, are consistent with the idea that stalls that are used

more are also more likely to contain fecal material (Gaworski et al., 2003). However, like the

treatment differences for lying and standing times, the biological importance of the difference in

the amount of fecal material in the stall is unclear. Feces and urine contamination are thought to

play an important role in bacterial growth in dairy bedding (Carroll and Jasper, 1978; Zehner et

al., 1986), and there is evidence that bacteria counts on teat ends are related to udder infection

(DeHart et al., 1976; McDonald and Packer, 1968). However, there is only limited evidence that

higher bacterial counts in bedding actually lead to an increased risk of mastitis (Hogan et al.,

1989; Natzke and Le Clair, 1975).

When making recommendations to farmers, it remains unclear how to balance the trade-off

between higher lying times and a possible risk of mastitis associated with stall soiling. In part,

the difficulty in making these recommendations stems from incomplete scientific information

needed to interpret results (e.g. the health consequences of feces in bedding or understanding the

importance of lying time to dairy cattle). However, other factors, like the variability between

farms and farm managers also make it difficult to make recommendations about housing. For
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example, for some farmers, an increase in stall soiling could be easily managed by cleaning the

freestalls more often. On such a farm, widening the freestalls may be advisable. On other farms,

however, managers may be less willing to devote more labor toward stall cleanliness. Indeed,

research tends to examine factors in some degree of isolation of others (e.g. management

factors). Thus final recommendations need to integrate new information with other relevant

factors, and may be specific to certain situations.

In addition to stall cleanliness, milk production is also a practical concern for farmers. It is

commonly believed that milk production is related to housing design, despite the lack of

scientific evidence supporting this claim. Rushen et al. (2001) found no difference in milk

production when cows were housed in stalls with concrete vs. rubber mat surfaces over a 16-

week experiment, despite a 1.5 h per day difference in duration of lying between treatments.

Similarly, I found no differences in milk production associated with stall width in Chapter 4,

Experiment 2, despite differences in lying times of 0.7 h per day. Indeed, when cattle were

prevented from lying down 14 h per day for 10 weeks, there was no change in feed intake over

this period (Ingvartsen et al., 1999). It seems likely in order to detect differences in milk

production, a change in housing design would have to influence feeding behavior, specifically

feed intake, a driving factor of milk production.

The overall objective of this thesis was to assess the implications of different freestall designs for

the behavior and practical management of dairy cattle and this objective has been achieved to a

certain extent. For example, we now more fully understand that dairy cattle exhibit preferences

for freestall surfaces, such as deep-bedded sawdust and heavily-bedded geotextile mattresses.
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Dairy cattle also tend to spend more time lying down on these preferred surfaces. These results

correspond with other studies showing a lower incidence of hock lesions on deep-bedded

surfaces. This combination of evidence provides confidence that housing dairy cattle on surfaces

like concrete, compromises the well-being of the animals. In addition, we also more fully

understand how freestall geometry affects dairy cattle behavior. Although dairy cattle do not

appear to show clear preferences for neck rail placement or freestall size, both of these

parameters influence the amount of time spent standing in the stall and stall soiling. In addition,

cattle spend more time lying down in wider freestalls, namely by lengthening the average

duration of the lying bout. Future work is required to fully understand the welfare implications of

housing dairy cattle in smaller freestalls with more neck rail placed in restrictive locations.

However, these experiments provide insight into how dairy cattle perceive freestall designs

commonly used on today’s dairy farms.
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Table 6.1. The difference in lying time, number of lying events, and duration of lying bouts reported across various experiments. Only

experiments that reported a statistically significant differences in lying time were included in this table. Differences were calculated by

subtracting the option with the lower lying time from the option with the higher lying time.

DifferenceExperiment
Lying time

(h)
Number of
lying events

Duration of
lying bouts

(h)

Citation

Comparisons involving lying surfaces:
Sawdust vs. sand in freestall 3.4* 2.4* 0.1 Chapter 2, Experiment 1
Sawdust vs. mattress in freestall 1.7* 2.0* 0.0 Chapter 2, Experiment 2
7.5 kg vs. 0 kg of sawdust on mattresses(7.5 kg vs. 1

kg in parentheses) on mattresses
[2.2 (1.2)]* [2.4 (0.5)]† -0.1 (0.1) Chapter 3

Straw vs. sand in freestall (summer) 5.4* 5.1* -1.9 Manninen et al., 2002
Straw vs. sand in freestall (winter) 9.7* 9.1* -0.4 Manninen et al., 2002
Rubber mats in tie stall vs. slatted floor in pen(4 w) 3.7* 3.1* NS1 Munksgaard and Simonsen, 1995
Concrete in tie stall vs. mattress in pen 4.2* 5.4* -0.3 Haley et al., 2000
Concrete vs. mattress in tie stall 1.8* 4.1* -0.3* Haley et al., 2001
Comparisons involving the size of the lying area:
132 cm vs. 112 cm freestall width 1.2* -0.5 0.2* Chapter 4, Experiment 1
126 cm vs. 106 cm (116 cm and 126 cm in

parentheses) freestall width
[0.7 (0.0)]* -0.4 (0.0) [0.1 (0.0)]* Chapter 4, Experiment 2

1 no values reported, non-significant result reported in text
* indicates P ≤ 0.05, † indicates P ≤ 0.08; statistical significance for values [brackets] are for the linear term, as paired comparisons
were not used




